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1956
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Starred Questions.

Electric Motors on Hire Purchase System to Agriculturists.

287—

* 442 Q.—SRI R. B. RAMAKRISHNA RAJU : Will the Hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(a) whether it is a fact that under the rules relating to hire purchase of electric motors for agriculture pumping, the ryots are not able to take full advantage of the system; and

(b) whether the Government propose to liberalise the rules by giving up the demand for sureties counting on the solvency of the applicant?

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI :

(a) It is not a fact that under the rules relating to hire purchase of electric motors for agriculture pumping, the ryots are not able to take full advantage of the system. On the other hand, the ryots are taking full advantage of the scheme and all the amounts allotted in the previous years have been fully utilised under the scheme.

(b) The Government do not consider it necessary to liberalise the rules in this regard.

SRI P. GOPALU REDDI :—ప్రపంచంలో అంతం తమ్ముడు వంటి వస్తు రంగే అనేకం కృషించడం లేకుంటుంది. ఇలా నిర్ణయం చేయి అంటారు 10: మొత్తం చాలా చెల్లించిన వస్తు జాతీయ అంటారు? మరింత కాలం అంటారు?
The Hon. Sri B. Gopala Reddi:—The number of electric motors distributed before the formation of Andhra State (69); number of electric motors distributed after the formation of Andhra State up to 30-6-1954 (95); number of electric motors distributed from 1-7-1934 to 31-3-1955 (87).

Sri N. C. Seshadri:—The number of electric motors which have been distributed as follows: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Can the period within which these motors will be distributed be assessed?

The Hon. Sri B. Gopala Reddi:—As per the facts.

Housing accommodation to constables.

*254 Q.—Sri S. Vemayya: Will the Hon. the Deputy Chief Minister be pleased to state—

Whether there is a proposal to provide Housing accommodation to the constables in the State; and if so, when?

The Hon. Sri N. Sanjeeva Reddi:—The answer is in the affirmative. The period within which the accommodation will be provided cannot be assessed.
1st August 1955

Sri S. VEMAYYA: Why is the reserve constable in reserve constable? Why should such a practice be allowed?

The Hon. Sri N. SANJEEVA REDDI: The accommodation was not sufficient. 1954 had sanctioned 47% accommodation. Construction was sanctioned in 1954. May I know whether any accommodation will be given to them; if so, when?

Sri S. RANGANATHA MUDALIAR: Are the Government aware that there are five hundred men belonging to the Special Armed Police Force, who are huddled in one building and who have no accommodation to bring their women folk. May I know whether any accommodation will be given to them; if so, when?

The Hon. Sri N. SANJEEVA REDDI: That is exactly what I was telling just now. We have a revised programme. I know the difficulties experienced by them by being away from their places and families. Therefore we have taken steps to spend money on their accommodation and we have a revised programme in this regard.

Sri P. RAMACHARLU: Are the constables in reserve ventilator houses. And it is not satisfactory ventilation in the houses. We should make ventilation houses.

The Hon. Sri N. SANJEEVA REDDI: The ventilation improve scheme is already in progress. The ventilation is satisfactory.

Sri P. RAJAGOPAL NAIDU: I have just a note on the reserve constables. 300, 400 are already in the reserve constables.
The Hon. Sri N. SANJEEVA REDDI:—The inauguration of the 1951 Census followed by the 1941 Census.

Sri S. VEMAYYA:—The inauguration of the 1951 Census followed by the 1941 Census?

The Hon. Sri N. SANJEEVA REDDI:—Standard type of the 1951 Census. The inauguration of the 1941 Census followed by the 1951 Census?

Sri M. NAGESWARA RAO:—The inauguration of the 1951 Census followed by the 1941 Census?

The Hon. Sri N. SANJEEVA REDDI:—Standard type of the 1951 Census followed by the 1941 Census?

---

* 98 Q.—Sri S. VEMAYYA: Will the Hon. the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state whether there are proposals with the Government to start Statistical Bureau of Economic and Statistical Investigation on permanent basis?

The Hon. Sri K. CHANDRAMOULI:

Proposals for re-organisation of the present Statistical Branch attached to the Andhra Board of Revenue are under the consideration of the Government.

Sri S. VEMAYYA:—Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state whether there are proposals with the Government to start Statistical Bureau of Economic and Statistical Investigation on permanent basis?

The Hon. Sri K. CHANDRAMOULI:—Re-organisation of the Finance Department are in view. The inauguration of the 1951 Census followed by the 1941 Census?

Sri P. SUNDARAYYA:—Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state whether there are proposals with the Government to start Statistical Bureau of Economic and Statistical Investigation on permanent basis?

The Hon. Sri K. CHANDRAMOULI:—The inauguration of the 1951 Census followed by the 1941 Census.
1st August 1955

SRI VAivilala Gopalkrishnayya:—Statistical Bureau के संविधेय अधिकार से विभाग का उपदेश देने। संबंध गुरू मिश्रेत्य के लिए विभाग का उपदेश देने। कोई उपदेश का संबंध नहीं है। अतः यह संबंध नहीं है। अपने हाथ से ही संबंध नहीं है। अभ्यास देने के लिए संबंध नहीं है।

The Hon. Sri K. Chandramouli:—संबंध नहीं है। गृह भवन के संबंध में संबंध नहीं है। 1951 की संबंध में 1941 की संबंध नहीं है। संबंध नहीं है।

Sri P. Sundarayya:—1951 की संबंध में 1941 की संबंध नहीं है। संबंध नहीं है।

The Hon. Sri K. Chandramouli:—संबंध नहीं है। गृह भवन के संबंध में संबंध नहीं है। 1951 की संबंध में 1941 की संबंध नहीं है। संबंध नहीं है।

Amount spent on Khadi Industry.

290—

111 Q.—Sri S. Vemayya: Will the Hon. the Minister for Planning and Industries be pleased to state—

(a) the amount of money spent on Khadi Industry for the year ending 1954 ;
(b) the amount derived from it ; and
(c) the amount of income or loss in it ?

The Hon. Sri K. Venkata Rao :

(a) The amount spent on the Khadi scheme during 1954 was Rs. 5.54 lakhs.
(b) The amount derived was Rs. 2.84 lakhs.
(c) Net loss was Rs. 2.70 lakhs.

Sri S. Vemayya :—संबंध नहीं है। गृह भवन के संबंध में संबंध नहीं है।

The Hon. Sri K. Venkata Rao :—संबंध नहीं है। गृह भवन के संबंध में संबंध नहीं है।
Government tractors and bull-dozers in Nellore district.

291—

* 697 Q.—SRI P. GOPALAKRISHNA REDDI : Will the Hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(a) the number of departmental tractors and bull-dozers stationed in Nellore district ;

(b) the area reclaimed by the use of these machines in the district ; and

(c) the number of ryots who have made use of these machines in the district for the year 1954-55 ?

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI :—

(a) The number of departmental tractors and bull-dozers stationed in Nellore District during the year 1954-55 was 4 and 8 respectively.

(b) The area reclaimed by the use of these machines in the district during 1954-55 was 678 acres by ploughing, 26 acres by harrowing and 72 acres by levelling.

(c) 98 ryots hired the units during the year 1954-55.

SRI P. GOPALAKRISHNA REDDI :—

SRI S. VEMAYYA :—4, 8 tractors, bull-dozer as % headquarters % &. % % permanent sick % 0 of % % permanent sick % 0 permanent sick % 0.

SRI P. VENKATASWAMI REDDI :—
1st August 1955]

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI: — Who will be Planning Committee 2nd, 3rd, 4th 
and 5th? [Elaborate on the activities of the Planning Committee.]

SRI K. SUBBA RAO: — We need a bulldozer in the 12th area of the state. What will be 
the cost of the bulldozer?

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI: — We will make no profit on no loss basis. All 
applications will be considered. If we cannot sell the bulldozer, it will be 
done at a loss.

SRI N. VENKAIAH: — Bulldozers were given in 1952. Are there applications to purchase 
bulldozers? If so, on what basis?

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI: — Planning discussion on the agricultural engineering 
workshop.

SRI P. RAMACHARLU: — Bulldozers are part of the machinery. They require repair 
each year. 4 districts need workshop facilities. How can we meet the 
cost?

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI: — The State will provide the workshop facilities.

SRI A. SATYANARAYANA MURTHY: — We have black cotton soil and wet lands. Small 
tractors are needed. How can they be procured from Russia or other countries?

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI: — Small tractors on All India basis. We have 
talked to Russia about paper qualities. How can we ensure that?

SRI M. NAGI REDDI: — Tractors and bulldozers are sold on no profit no loss basis. 
We need tractors that can handle black cotton soil. How can we 
ensure that they meet the requirements?
1st August 1955

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI:— Workshop
                                              Q. 1076

SRI T. GOPALAKRISHNAYYA GUPTA:— Drivers
Tractors and Tractors' drivers agreement

SRI P. SREERAMULU:— Bulldozers and tractors

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI:— Bulldozers and tractors

SRI PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU:— Bulldozers and tractors

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI:— I like to have notice, Sir.

SRI L. LAKSHAMANA DAS:— Tractors

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI:— District Judge's Court at Srikakulam.

292—

* 1076 Q.— SRI P. SURYANARAYANA: Will the Hon. the Deputy Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(a) whether there are proposals with the Government to locate a separate District Judge's Court at Srikakulam; and

(b) if so, when?
1st August 1955

**The Hon. Sri N. Sanjeeva Reddi:**

(a) and (b) Yes. The proposal is under consideration of the Government.

Sri P. Suryanarayana:— private buildings are under consideration. Buildings in private building a city like Delhi, the District Judge's Court and building at this date?

**The Hon. Sri N. Sanjeeva Reddi:** Building at the High Court and District Judge's Court.

Sri P. Gunnayya:— Sub-Court has received the memorandum of the Bar Association. Sub-Court has received the memorandum.

**The Hon. Sri N. Sanjeeva Reddi:**

Maximum and minimum cost of living Index.

293—

*764 Q.—Sri P. Gopalakrishna Reddi:— Will the Hon. the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state—

(a) the present index of cost of living both maximum and minimum in the State and which district is the maximum and which district minimum;

(b) the causes which have contributed to the rise in the cost of living; and

(o) whether the Government propose to take any steps to bring down the cost of living and if so, what they are?

The Hon. Sri K. Chandramouli:—

(a) The cost of living index numbers are at present compiled only for two representative centres i.e., Visakhapatnam and Eluru, representing respectively Visakhapatnam and
Srikakulam districts and East Godavari, West Godavari, Krishna, Guntur and Nellore districts. The latest available cost of living indices for Visakhapatnam and Eluru centres for May, 1955 are 321 and 393 respectively, on the basis of 100 adopted for the base period 1933-36. No separate figures are compiled for each district.

(b) The main causes which have contributed to the rise in the cost of living index numbers in the post-war period are the increases in prices of foodgrains and other necessary consumer goods like clothing.

(c) The prices, chiefly of foodgrains which constitute the largest commodity group figuring in the cost of living index, have been decreasing and it does not seem that any special measures for bringing down the cost of living index are necessary.

Sri P. GOPALAKRISHNA REDDI:—... Cost of living index वीस्क्युल बल अणू चतुरो. राय N. G. Os. dearness allowance and salaries club शाज अणू चतुरो राय...

Mr. SPEAKER:—That was a question which was already considered.

Sri VAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA:—... centres अणू चतुरो? अणू चतुरो centres अणू चतुरो?

The Hon. Sri K. CHANDRAMOULI:—... centre अणू चतुरो दिते दिते दिते दिते Mysore. अणू centre अणू चतुरो centres increase शाज अणू चतुरो अणू चतुरो अणू चतुरो.

Village Oil Industries.

294—

*554 Q. — SRI S. VEMAYYA :— Will the Hon. the Minister for Planning and Industries be pleased to state the number of Village Oil industries for which Central Government gave financial assistance in the State for 1954—55 and 1955—56?
1st August 1955]

THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO :—

The All India Khadi and Village Industries Board sanctioned a sum of Rs. 750 to the ‘Gowrinath Oil Mongers Co-operative Society—Gudur’ Kurnool District in 1954—55, for the installation of six improved Ghanies.

Formation of two Andhra States.

295—

*1022 Q.—SRI A. KALESWARA RAO :—Will the Hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(a) whether the Government are aware of the news item in Andhra Patrika stating that the Chief Minister expressed satisfaction at the idea that in case two Telugu States are formed there may be one Governor and one High Court for both the States; and

(b) if so, whether he expressed it as his personal opinion or as the opinion of Chief Minister of Andhra Government?

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI :—

(a) The press statement is not correct.

(b) Does not arise.

Common Governor and High Court for the proposed Andhra States.

296—

*1021 Q.—SRI A. KALESWARA RAO :—Will the Hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(a) whether the Union Government or the States Re-organization Committee have asked the State Government as to how much amount will be saved if there is only one Governor and one High Court for both the Andhra Provinces, if it is so decided;
(b) the reply given by this Government to them; and

(c) whether the Government will be pleased to place on the Table of the House the correspondence that passed between the State Government and the Union Government or the States Re-organization Committee?

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI:—

(a) No, Sir.
(b) Does not arise.
(c) Does not arise.

Government waste and poramboke lands in Divi taluk

297—

*768 Q.—SRI S. R. Y. SIVARAMAPRASAD BAHADUR:—
Will the Hon. the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state—

(a) whether the Government are aware that the Communist Party have been distributing Government waste lands and porambokes among their followers in Kodur Firka of Divi taluk of Krishna district;

(b) whether the Communist Party surveyed those lands with a copra rope by employing a bogus Surveyor;

(c) whether the matter was brought to the notice of the Government by the District Congress Committee, East Krishna, through its resolution in 1954;

(d) whether any action was taken in the matter; and

(e) if so, the nature of the action taken?

THE HON. SRI K. CHANDRAMOULI:—

(a) and (b) In June, 1954, an attempt was made by the Communists to distribute Banjar lands in Gollapalem village of Divi Taluk, Krishna district and a private Surveyor was engaged by them for the purpose. No cognisance of these activities was however taken, as there was no effective occupation or cultivation of the lands.

(c) The answer is in the negative.

(d) and (e) Does not arise.
1st August 1955

Sri S. R. Y. SIVARAMAPRASAD BAHADUR:—

THE Hon. Sri K. CHANDRAMOULI:—

THE Hon. Sri K. CHANDRAMOULI:—

Sri V. VISWESWARA RAO:—

Sri A. KALESWARA RAO:—

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARULU:—

Sri PRAGADA KOTAIAH:—
1st August 1955

The Hon. Sri K. Chandramouli: Collector మద్దు రిపోర్టు తెలిపించారు కారంపైదామనం అస్సానం ప్రతిబిందువు, మూడు సంపాదన ప్రకటనలు లచ్చిత్రిగా క్రితం, ప్రచారం చేయడానికి జరిగిన సమాచారాలను ఆశయంగా తెలిపారు. Surveyor తో సంపాదించిన అది మొదటి మార్గం నిషేధం చేసినది. ఆసాదులు అవి ఒంటి కారంపైదామనం విషయంగా ప్రతిబిందువు చేసారు.

Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarulu: ప్రతిబిందువు తెలిపారు దేశానికి లక్షణాలు ఉన్నాయి. మాత్రమే మానసిక కారకాలు. ప్రతి సమాచారాన్ని తెలియానికి తెలిపారని ఆడు తెలియాలి.


The Hon. Sri K. Chandramouli: ఆసాదులు చేసారు?

Sri P. Sundarayya: Tribunal తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి.

Sri P. Sundarayya: తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి.

The Hon. Sri K. Chandramouli: హింద్మీలో పరిస్థితి ఇంధనం, ప్రస్తుతం అసనం మార్గం ఇందో?

Sri P. Sundarayya: Tribunal తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి.

The Hon. Sri K. Chandramouli: స్హీతు శతకా.

Sri L. Lakshmana Das: ప్రతి సమాచారాన్ని ఆసాదులు చేసారు. ఆసాదులు ముఖ్యంగా రిపోర్టు తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి. ప్రతి సమాచారాన్ని తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి తెలియానికి.
1st August 1955]

THE HON. SRI K. CHANDRAMOULI :—உண்மையில் நேர்த்து அல்லது குறுக்கு என்ற தடையும் வேறுபாடு எதுவும் இல்லை. 

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU :—தான் என்றால் ஐந்து மாதமும் அல்லது சுமார் ஐந்து மாதங்களும் என்று சொல்லும் தன்னால் கட்டும் வேண்டும். நேர்த்து கூறவும்

THE HON. SRI K. CHANDRAMOULI :—பிறையடை குறுக்குச் 

SRI M. BAPAIALAH CHOWDARY :—உண்மையாக, நேர்த்து என்றால் குறுக்கு என்றால் முடிவு காணக்கோன. கீழ் பற்சானத்தைத் தெளிவு கூறுங்கள்? இது

THE HON. SRI K. CHANDRAMOULI :—பிரivate என்ற

Sri G. YELLAMANDA REDDI :—உண்மையாக, ஓவிய சான்று மாதம் பதிவு காண்கோண. மூன்று மாதங்களும் என்றால் பதிவு

THE HON. SRI K. CHANDRAMOULI :—உண்மையாக

SRI S. K. V. KRISHNA AVATARAM :—உண்மையாக இது மாதம்

THE HON. SRI K. CHANDRAMOULI :—மேல், குறுக்குச் என்று மதிப்பிட்டு வல்ல இடையில் பதிவு காண்கோண.

Sri M. NAGI REDDI :—உண்மையாக இது மாதம் என்றால் குறுக்குச் என்றால் மதிப்பிட்டு வல்ல இடையில் பதிவு காண்கோண.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

[1st August 1955]

Sri N. VENKATAIAH:—Will the Hon. the Minister for Planning and Industries be pleased to state what steps are being taken to control Malaria in Markapur taluk?

THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO:—

Markapur taluk is included in the area of the Kurnool Fast Anti-Malaria Scheme. The measures adopted are the indoor residual D.D.T. spraying of houses and free distribution of quinine sulphate and total quinine.

SRI N. VENKATAIAH:—Are these measures adequate to control Malaria?

THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO:—

Wells under Rural Water-Supply Scheme.

*455 Q.—SRI P. VENKATASUBBAYYA:—Will the Hon. the Minister for Electricity and Social Welfare be pleased to state whether there is a proposal with the Government to relax the condition of paying contribution in the matter of digging wells in the Harijan quarters under the Rural Water-Supply Scheme?

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—

There is no such proposal, Sir.
1st August 1955

SRI P. VENKATASUBBAYYA: The national water supply scheme is the most important aspect of the rural water supply schemes. The proposals submitted by the Health Department and the State Government for the national water supply scheme have been accepted. The contributions from the Central and State Governments are 50% and 25% respectively, with the remaining 25% coming from the local bodies. The distribution is as follows:

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA: The national water supply scheme has been given top priority in the rural water supply schemes. The proposals submitted by the Health Department and the State Government for the national water supply scheme have been accepted. The contributions from the Central and State Governments are 50% and 25% respectively, with the remaining 25% coming from the local bodies. The distribution is as follows:

SRI V. VISWESWARA RAO: The rural water supply scheme has been given top priority in the national water supply schemes. The proposals submitted by the Health Department and the State Government for the rural water supply scheme have been accepted. The contributions from the Central and State Governments are 50% and 25% respectively, with the remaining 25% coming from the local bodies. The distribution is as follows:

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA: The rural water supply scheme has been given top priority in the national water supply schemes. The proposals submitted by the Health Department and the State Government for the rural water supply scheme have been accepted. The contributions from the Central and State Governments are 50% and 25% respectively, with the remaining 25% coming from the local bodies. The distribution is as follows:

11.30 a.m.

SRI B. RAMA REDDI: The rural water supply scheme is to be abolished in Badvel and other areas.
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Rural Water Supply Scheme as a whole, how is the scheme
being water supply in effect working?

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—Abolish the condition of half-
contribution. Now in the case of the Adi
Dravidas, will the Hon. Minister be pleased to state what action has
been taken on the representation of the District Collector, Chittoor to relax
the condition of half-contribution in the case of the Adi
Dravidas?

SRI S. RANGANATHA MUDALIAR:—Will the Hon.
Minister be pleased to state what action has been taken on
the representation of the District Collector, Chittoor to relax
the condition of half-contribution in the case of the Adi
Dravidas?

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—As per the National Water Supply And Sanitation Scheme,
Community Project, Community Development, National
Extension Schemes and the Local Development Works,
the condition of half-contribution has been relaxed.

SRI P. SUNDARAYYA:—Under the Local
Development scheme and the National Extension Scheme,
whether or not the condition of half-
contribution has been relaxed?

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—Under the Local
Development Scheme and the National Extension Scheme,
the condition of half-contribution has been relaxed.

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—Local Development
Scheme how is the condition of half-
contribution working? It is understood that the National
Ministry has already relaxed the condition.
1st August 1955

Sri P. KODANDARAMAYYA:—Agency 10,12 సార్లు నందిందు లేదు. అంది లేదా సంస్థ మాట నందించండి నందించండి. సమాచారాన్ని ఎందుకు నందించండి నందించండి?

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—ఫెడరేషన్ సంస్థ మాట అవసరం కోసం గయా యొక్క ప్రాంతముల మధ్య గణతంత్ర మిశ్రమానికి భంగించండి. అందుకు ఎందుకు నందించండి నందించండి?

Sri G. YELLAMANDA REDDI:—ఫెడరేషన్ సంస్థ మాట అవసరం కోసం గయా యొక్క ప్రాంతముల మధ్య గణతంత్ర మిశ్రమానికి భంగించండి. అందుకు ఎందుకు నందించండి నందించండి?

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—ఫెడరేషన్ సంస్థ మాట అవసరం కోసం గయా యొక్క ప్రాంతముల మధ్య గణతంత్ర మిశ్రమానికి భంగించండి. అందుకు ఎందుకు నందించండి నందించండి?

Sri T. JEEYYAR DAS:—ఫెడరేషన్ సంస్థ మాట అవసరం కోసం గయా యొక్క ప్రాంతముల మధ్య గణతంత్ర మిశ్రమానికి భంగించండి. అందుకు ఎందుకు నందించండి నందించండి?

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—ఫెడరేషన్ సంస్థ మాట అవసరం కోసం గయా యొక్క ప్రాంతముల మధ్య గణతంత్ర మిశ్రమానికి భంగించండి.

SRI PRAGADA KOTAIAH:—ఫెడరేషన్ సంస్థ మాట అవసరం కోసం గయా యొక్క ప్రాంతముల మధ్య గణతంత్ర మిశ్రమానికి భంగించండి.

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—ఫెడరేషన్ సంస్థ మాట అవసరం కోసం గయా యొక్క ప్రాంతముల మధ్య గణతంత్ర మిశ్రమానికి భంగించండి.

SRI K. SUBBA RAO:—ఫెడరేషన్ సంస్థ మాట అవసరం కోసం గయా యొక్క ప్రాంతముల మధ్య గణతంత్ర మిశ్రమానికి భంగించండి. అందుకు ఎందుకు నందించండి నందించండి?

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—ఫెడరేషన్ సంస్థ మాట అవసరం కోసం గయా యొక్క ప్రాంతముల మధ్య గణతంత్ర మిశ్రమానికి భంగించండి.
Sri S. Narayanappa:—As a water diviner, I visited several villages and found signs of water. I suggested that we should dig wells. The government has given us some financial assistance, but water is still scarce in the area. Is there any way we can improve the situation?

The Hon. Sri G. Latchanappa:—The Health Department is trying to improve the situation. We have initiated several projects to ensure access to clean water.

Sri M. Nagi Reddi:—The Caste Hindus are facing difficulties because they cannot share the common wells. The Government is working on a solution to this problem. We need to ensure that everyone has access to clean water.

The Hon. Sri G. Latchanappa:—The Hurjan Welfare Department is working on several projects to improve access to drinking water for all citizens.

Sri V. Visweswara Rao:—The Rural Water Supply Scheme is ongoing, but progress is slow. The Health Department is also working on improving water supply. Is there anything we can do to speed up the process?

The Hon. Sri G. Latchanappa:—The contribution of the people is crucial. We need everyone to work together to improve the situation.

Sri G. Nageswara Rao:—I believe we need to focus on long-term solutions. We need to invest in infrastructure and education to ensure sustainable access to clean water.
1st August 1955

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA: பதின் சோனை வருடாமல் தேர்வைக் குறிப்பிட்டுள்ளேன். சங்கத்தின் போக்குகளை குறிப்பிட்டுள்ளேன். அதற்காறு மீது நீளம்

SRI P. SREERAMULU: ஒரு எழுத்தாளி யானை சென்று வருவர் என்றோ வேண்டும். அன்றும் வேறு போக்குகள் விளங்கும். வேளாண் போக்கு வேண்டும். பெருமையாறு குறிப்பிட்டுள்ளேன். பின் துடுப்பாட்டு வேண்டும். எந்த ஈடால் வேண்டும். பெருமையாறு வேண்டும்?

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA: குறிப்பிட்டேன் சுருக்காய் வழிப்பெடுத்தும் பாரமையாறு வழிப்பெடுத்தும் பாரமையாறு வழிப்பெடுத்தும். தன்மையாறு வழிப்பெடுத்தும். பெருமையாறு

SRI P. GUNNAYYA: வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு! வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு! வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு! வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு! வழிபாட்டு

THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA: குறிப்பிட்டேன் வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு! வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு! வழிபாட்டு! வழிபாட்டு வழிபாட்டு! வழிபாட்டு! வழிபாட்டு! வழிபாட்டு! வழிபாட்டு!

SRI C. P. THIMMA REDDI: வழிபாட்டு! செய்வதற்குப் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின் போக்கு வந்தபின்
THE HON. SRI G. LATCHANNA:—

Field Labour Co-operative Societies.
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Q. 825 SRI V. VISWESWARA RAO: Will the Hon. the Minister for Co-operation and Commercial Taxes be pleased to state—

(a) the total number of Field Labour Co-operative Societies in the State;

(b) the number of Field Labour Co-operative Societies that have been provided with lands;

(c) whether all the individual members of these Societies have been allotted the lands;

(d) whether the Government have received any representations from the Societies that the Presidents of the Societies are not granting lands to some of the members of the societies and are refusing to enlist new members under the cover of discretionary powers; and

(e) what steps the Government propose to take to remedy such evils?

THE HON. SRI D. SANJIVAYYA:—

(a) 992.

(b) 597.

(c) Generally lands are allotted to all the members equitably by dividing them into plots. In a few societies, the lands are being cultivated jointly by the members and the yield derived therefrom distributed among themselves. However, in a few societies, where the lands allotted are not adequate, all the members are not allotted lands for their individual cultivation.

(d) No representations have been received by Government in this regard. Representations were, however received by
the Deputy Registrars, Machilipatnam, Vijayawada, Bapatla and Kakinada. In one case, the President was replaced. In some cases, the Presidents agreed and admitted new applicants and allotted the lands equitably. In other cases, enquiries under Section 38 of the Madras Co-operative Societies Act, 1932, were ordered.

(e) The Madras Co-operative Societies Act, 1932, and the Rules framed thereunder do not provide for any direction being given by the Registrar requiring the Society to admit a particular person as its member. The question of providing for appeal, through a suitable amendment to the Act, against non-admission of applicants is being examined by the Registrar. Regarding the allotment of land to all the members equitably, whenever instances of new allotment of land are reported, departmental enquiries and efforts are made to set right matters and, if necessary, enquiries under section 38 of the Act are instituted and the Boards of Management are reconstituted.

SRI V. VISWESWARA RAO: You are supplying information, you are not putting a supplementary question.

MR. SPEAKER:—You are supplying information, you are not putting a supplementary question.

THE Hon. SRI D. SANJIVAYYA:—Representations to the private sectors not to be taken lightly. Officials not to representations. As the President replace the President.

SRI P. VENKATASUBBAYYA:—Field Labour Co-operative Societies not to be taken lightly.
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THE Hon. SIR D. SANJIVAYYA:—

Sri PRAGADA KOTAIAH:—[Question]

THE Hon. SIR D. SANJIVAYYA:—[Answer]

Sri B. SANKARIAM:—[Question]

THE Hon. SIR D. SANJIVAYYA:—[Answer]

Sri K. APPA RAO:—[Question]

THE Hon. SIR D. SANJIVAYYA:—[Answer]
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SRI S. VEMAYYA: ద్వారా వేసవించిన రైత సామస్యలను సాధించాలనే మాటలు ఉన్నాయి. రైత సామస్యను సాధించడానికి రాష్ట్ర సమితి ప్రధాని యొక్క నిర్దిష్ట రైత సంస్థల సంయోగం అందువల్ల రైత సామస్యను సాధించాలనే మాటలు ఉన్నాయి.

THE HON SRI D. SANJIVAYYA: ద్వారా వేసవించిన రైత సామస్యలను సాధించాలనే మాటలు ఉన్నాయి.

SRI G. NAGESWARA RAO: ద్వారా వేసవించిన రైత సామస్యలను సాధించాలనే మాటలు ఉన్నాయి. రైత సామస్యను సాధించడానికి రాష్ట్ర సమితి ప్రధాని యొక్క నిర్దిష్ట రైత సంస్థల సంయోగం అందువల్ల రైత సామస్యను సాధించాలనే మాటలు ఉన్నాయి.

SRI P. SREEERAMULU: ద్వారా వేసవించిన రైత సామస్యలను సాధించాలనే మాటలు ఉన్నాయి.

SRI G. YELLAMANDA REDDI: ద్వారా వేసవించిన రైత సామస్యలను సాధించాలనే మాటలు ఉన్నాయి.
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THE HON SRI D. SANJIVAYYA:—A separate question may be put.

SRI P. RAJAGOPAL Naidu:—A separate question may be put.

THE HON SRI D. SANJIVAYYA:—A separate question may be put.

SRI P. VENKATASUBBAYYA:—A separate question may be put.

Mr. Speaker:—A separate question may be put.

SRI S. VEMAYYA:—A separate question may be put.

THE HON SRI D. SANJIVAYYA:—A separate question may be put.

SRI PRAGADA KOTAIAH:—A separate question may be put.

THE HON, SRI D. SANJIVAYYA:—A separate question may be put.

Lease

LEASE
1st August 1955]

Sri B. SANKARIAH:—(a) Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(b) whether any representations were received from the public of Vijayavada that the new Engineering College should be located at Vijayavada, the centre of the Andhra State; and

(b) whether the Government propose to open a permanent Engineering College at Vijayavada?

THE HON. SRI B. GOPALA REDDI:—

(a) The answer is in the affirmative.

(b) No, Sir. There is no such proposal.

SRI A. KALESWARA RAO:—Will the Hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(a) whether any representations were received from the public of Vijayavada that the new Engineering College should be located at Vijayavada, the centre of the Andhra State; and

(b) whether the Government propose to open a permanent Engineering College at Vijayavada?

THE HON. SRI D. SANJIVAYYA:—Specific complaints
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*1149 Q—SRI A. KALESWARA RAO:—Will the Hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(a) whether any representations were received from the public of Vijayavada that the new Engineering College should be located at Vijayavada, the centre of the Andhra State; and

(b) whether the Government propose to open a permanent Engineering College at Vijayavada?
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The Hon. Sri B. GOPALA REDDI:—The answer is in the affirmative.

Mr. SPEAKER:—Agreed.

Sri A. KALESWARA RAO:—Is it possible to purchase a building for the Engineering College at any other place, other than the Engineering College?

The Hon. Sri B. GOPALA REDDI:—No answer.

Sri K.V.S. PADMANABHA RAJU:—Is it possible to purchase a building for the Engineering College at any other place, other than the Engineering College?

(Same as above)

Sri T. JALAYYA:—Engineering College is not in permanent occupation.

The Hon. Sri B. GOPALA REDDI:—Law College to be vacated.

Sri R. NATHAMUNI REDDI:—Waltair basis available. Engineering college to be vacated.

The Hon. Sri B. GOPALA REDDI:—No proposals.
1st Augst 1955]

Representation on the Central Flood Control Board.
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*361 Q.—SRI S. VEMAYYA :—Will the Hon. the Deputy Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(a) whether there is any representation from this State on the Central Flood Control Board; and

(b) If answer to (a) is in the affirmative, who the representative is?

THE HON. SRI N. SANJEEVA REDDI :—

(a) The answer is in the affirmative.

(b) The Chairman of the State Flood Control Board or any Member of the State Flood Control Board that may be nominated by him.

SRI S. VEMAYYA :—Central Flood Control Board or State Flood Control Board?

THE HON. SRI N. SANJEEVA REDDI:

(1) Union Minister for Planning.
(2) Union Minister for Finance.
(3) Union Minister for Railways and Transport.
(4) Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission.
(5) Minister in the Ministry of Natural Resources and Scientific Research.
(6) Chairman, Advisory Committee on Irrigation and Power Projects set up by the Planning Commission.
(7) One representative of each State Flood Control Board.
(8) Secretary, Ministry of Irrigation and Power.
(9) Chairman, Central Water and Power Commission.

Weavers' Co-operative Societies in Nellore district.
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*366 Q.—SRI P. GOPALAKRISHNA REDDI :—Will the Hon. the Minister for Planning and Industries be pleased to state the number of Weavers' Co-operative Societies in Nellore district?
THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO:—

SRI P. GOPALAKRISHNA REDDI:—

Can weavers in Chittoor district claim rebate from the inception of the Cess Fund Scheme and whether the claims of the societies were fully paid or are still pending payment?

THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO:—

SRI PRAGADA KOTAH:—

West Africa can weavers claim rebate from the inception of the Cess Fund Scheme and whether the claims of the societies were fully paid or are still pending payment?

THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO:—

Rebate to Co-operative Societies in Chittoor district
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*S 786 Q.—SRI S. RANGANATHA MUDALIAR: Will the Hon. the Minister for Planning and Industries be pleased to state—

(a) the number of Co-operative Societies in Chittoor district that have claimed rebate, from the inception of the Cess Fund Scheme and whether the claims of the societies were fully paid or are still pending payment; and

(b) If any claims are pending, whether the Government will take immediate action to pay up the claims to encourage the sale of handloom cloth?

THE HON. SRI. K. VENKATA RAO:—

(a) The number of Co-operative Societies in Chittoor District that claimed rebate is 228. The claims of some of them are pending scrutiny.
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(b) The Government have issued necessary instructions to complete the scrutiny quickly so that the claims may be settled soon.

*SRI S. RANGANATHA MUDALIAR: Can the Hon. Minister say the causes for the delay?

THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO: The difficulty of the claims has to be settled.

SRI S. NARAYANAPPA: Will the Joint Registrar post be created? The difficulty of the claims has to be settled.

SRI S. NARAYANAPPA: Will the Joint Registrar post be created? The difficulty of the claims has to be settled.

THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO: Do you want the Joint Registrar post to be created?

SRI PRAGADA KOTAIAH: The rebate scheme has not been implemented. Are you satisfied with the Central Government?

THE HON. SRI K. VENKATA RAO: The rebate scheme is being implemented. Are you satisfied with the Central Government?

Transfer of certain area from Hyderabad State to Andhra State.

1155 Q.—SRI A. KALESWARA RAO: Will the Hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state—

(a) whether Andhra Government propose to recommend to the Central Government to transfer the area belonging to
Hyderabad State between Jaggayyapeta and Munagala division to Jaggayapeta division; and

(b) whether the Government propose to give in exchange some area either from Munagala division or from Nandigama taluk?

The Hon. Sri B. GOPALA REDDI:

(a) The answer is in the negative.

(b) Does not arise.

Sri A. KALESWARA RAO:

(a) In 1949 the conference decided that the area in question should be transferred to the territory of the State of Nizam at Jaggayyapeta division.

(b) Does not arise.
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Weavers' Societies in Chittoor district under Relief Scheme.

11 Q.—Sri S. RANGANATHA MUDALIAR: Will the Hon. the Minister for Planning and Industries be pleased to state the number of Weavers' Societies in Chittoor district which worked under Relief Scheme and the loss incurred by them and which has been made good by the Government?

The Hon. Sri K. VENKATA RAO:—Eleven Societies have worked the relief scheme of which eight only sustained business losses. The question of reimbursement of the losses incurred by them is under consideration of the Government.

Sri S. NARAYANAPPA:—Eleven Societies misappropriations are to be written off.

Sri B. SANKARAIAH:—relief scheme is to be written off.

The Hon. Sri K. VENKATA RAO:—relief scheme is to be written off.
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స్మారితి అంశపడింది ప్రాగడా కొటాయిఖుడు, ప్రాగడా రామస్వామి బైకొమ్మాండు పేరు, రామస్వామి అంశపడింది స్మారితి. స్మారితి బైకొమ్మాండు పేరు బైబ్లు మాత్రమే ఉన్నాయి. అంటే కాలు, ప్రాగడా రామస్వామి పేరు పొందాలి ఉంటాయి అంటే కాలు, ప్రాగడా రామస్వామి పేరు పొందాలి ఉంటాయి.

Sri Pragada Kotala: -1950 కోసం సంబంధించి భాషా సమాధానం చేయడానికి మన సామర్ద్య ప్రారంభించాడు. మన సామర్ద్య ప్రారంభించాడు ప్రతి మన సామర్ద్య రాతి అంటే ప్రతి మన సామర్ద్య సింహాతి ప్రకారం, మన సామర్ద్య రాతి అంటే ప్రతి మన సామర్ద్య రాతి అంటే ప్రతి మన సామర్ద్య రాతి అంటే ప్రతి మన సామర్ద్య రాతి అంటే ప్రతి మన సామర్ద్య రాతి అంటే ప్రతి మన సామర్ద్య రాతి అంటే ప్రతి 

The Hon. Sri K. Venkata Rao: ప్రతి మన సామర్ద్య రాతి అంటే ప్రతి మన సామర్ద్య రాతి అంటే ప్రతి 

Sri V. Visweswara Rao: ప్రతి మన సామర్ద్య రాతి అంటే ప్రతి 

The Hon. Sri K. Venkata Rao: ప్రతి 

Sri S. Narayananappa: 

The Hon. Sri K. Venkata Rao: 

Sri Pragada Kotala: ప్రతి
Mr. Speaker: Question hour is over. We have got two Demands for to-day; and so, each Demand will get only two hours, because we have to close the debate at five.

Sri P. Sundaryya: No, at 5-30 p.m.

Mr. Speaker: No, the rule is that the guillotine should be applied at five of the clock.

Hon. Sri B. Gopala Reddi: We will meet at 2-40 p.m. after lunch instead of as usual at 3 p.m.

Mr. Speaker: Yes. So we shall have two Demands to-day. Now, the Hon. Minister for Prohibition will move his Demand.

[Note:—An asterisk * at the commencement of a speech indicates revision by the Member.]

12.00 noon.

II BUDGET FOR 1955-56.

VOTING OF DEMANDS FOR GRANTS—(contd.)

DEMAND II—STATE EXCISE DUTIES.

Hon. Sri A. B. Nageswara Rao:—Mr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to move:

"That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 37,35,000 under Demand No. II—State Excise Duties."

In doing so I wish to place the following facts for the information of Hon. Members. First, under Superintendence a sum of Rs. 1,46,400 is required. This relates to the expenditure towards the pay and allowances of the Excise and Prohibition for Superintendence, viz., Members of the Board of Revenue, Deputy Commissioner, Assistant Commissioners and their establishments. Under District Executive Establishment is required a sum of Rs. 35,24,900. This relates to the expenditure towards the pay and allowances of the Executive
Staff both in the districts and the Scheduled areas. Then comes distilleries, for which a sum of Rs. 34,000 is required. This relates to the expenditure towards the staff for supervising the distilleries in Tummapala (Visakhapatnam district), Samalkot (East Godavari district) and Vuyyur (Krishna District). Then, under cost of opium supplied to State Excise Department, a sum of Rs. 19,500 is provided. This represents the cost of opium supplied to the State Excise Department. Opium is supplied to holders of licences for the manufacture of recognised medicinal preparations and to addicts on medical grounds. The Government have also authorised the Tahsildars of Agency Taluks to permit enhancement of opium quota and to renew opium permits each year to the Agency addicts on production of medical certificates from Government medical officers working in the Agency areas. The supply of opium to the public is made from the taluk offices and the supply to the taluk offices is made from Ghazipur. Then under 'Compensations' a sum of Rs. 10,000 is provided. This is required, for the reciprocal system of levy of duty enabled free imports of culinary essences. Under this system, duty is collected by the exporting State authorities and credited to the revenues of the importing State. Then comes the head, Charges in England. A sum of Rs. 200 is provided. This represents the contribution to International Bureau against Alcoholism.

In our Andhra State the problem regarding Prohibition has come to the forefront. Divergent views, both for and against, have very often been heard. Specially, people who are against Prohibition are always openly declaring that this Act practically ceased to exist, due to the fact that the provisions of the said Act have been more often defied and practically the respect for the law in this regard which ought to be shown, is not to be found anywhere. People of the other frame of mind declare that due to the introduction of this social ameliorative measure, the general status in the society, where
there were formerly a good number of addicts, has been much improved, and therefore, to be more successful, the Government should take stringent measures to enforce the same. But, whatever may be, all agree to the fact that Prohibition is a good measure of vital necessity for the uplift of the humanity in the society. Prohibition is certainly a means to attain improved nutrition, improved standards of living and improved health. There cannot be any opposition to this fact from any side of the House. Therefore, it is incorporated in the directive principles of our Constitution itself as the ultimate goal of India to have Prohibition throughout the country early. It is not only in our State, there is total Prohibition but also in force totally in the Madras State and parts of Mysore who are our neighbours.

Having complete faith in this ameliorative measure, the Congress Party of the composite State, with the blessings of Mahatma Gandhi in 1937, after it came into power with the support of the people, introduced this beneficial measure as an experiment first in Salem district. Encouraged by its success, it was introduced on the 1st October 1938 in Cuddapah and Chittoor districts. About the end of 1940, the Congress Ministries then in power resigned from the State Governments through India due to the differences of opinion between the rulers and the ruled.

Subsequently the Advisers' regime came into existence. Though this Act was amended in 1942 making provision for its stricter enforcement through the enhancement of imprisonment, and fine, yet it has become a dead Act as there was not the required enthusiasm amongst the rulers and also not much co-operation from the public. In such a situation, Prohibition was given a final go*bye by the then Government from the 1st January 1944. In 1946, after the Congress was again in its seat of power, Prohibition was again reintroduced and gradually extended throughout the State with the exception of the agency areas, where the Madras Abkari Act is still in
force. In the agency areas, fermented liquor may be drunk by addicts but no liquor or drug shops are allowed to be run.

With the introduction of Prohibition, the Madras Abkari Act of 1886 ceased to be in force. In the Prohibition areas the possession of and transactions in liquor and intoxicating drugs have been prohibited by the Madras Prohibition Act. Licences and Authorities are however issued for the possession and use of liquor and intoxicating drugs for bonafide medicinal, scientific, industrial and religious purposes.

In order to consider the problem comprehensively, the Government appointed in January 1934, a committee under the chairmanship of Sri S. V. Ramamurthi, I.O.S. to review the working of the scheme of Prohibition and to examine the question of advisability or otherwise of the continuance of Prohibition, and to make its recommendations in regard thereto. The committee had submitted its report in the third week of February 1934 after enquiry. The Committee held the view that in the place of Prohibition a new excise policy should be followed in which the sole objective is minimum consumption, revenue being incidental. They have also held that it was not unconstitutional for Andhra to recede along the line of approach to the ultimate goal of Prohibition which had been tried and found wanting and adopt instead an alternative line of approach. The Committee accordingly made some recommendations.

The Andhra Legislative Assembly in its Waltair session in May 1954 recommended that these recommendations of the Ramamurthi Committee should be implemented forthwith. The Government did not pass any orders on those recommendations, though the previous Cabinet met on several occasions to consider the question. For failure to implement the Ramamurthi Committee's recommendations as directed by the Assembly, the Assembly in its November session voted the previous Ministry out of office. The previous Ministry just
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on the eve of its going out of office considered the question at the Cabinet meeting held on 13th November 1954 and decided as follows:

1. to cancel the requirement of production of medical certificates for foreign liquor permits;
2. to permit Panchayat Boards wherever they are ready to organise the tapping of sweet toddy and its conversion into jaggery or sugar;
3. to finance and extend the scheme propounded by Sri Venkataiah, M.L.A.;
4. to allow village co-operative societies to take over the tapping of palms and date palms for conversion of sweet toddy into jaggery or sugar; and
5. to abolish the Prohibition staff and hand over the enforcement to the normal Police.

The decisions were examined in consultation with the Heads of Departments during the Governor's rule, but the Governor left these questions for decision by the present Ministry. The present Ministry examined the whole question and on the advice of a Cabinet Sub-Committee, issued orders in G.O. Ms. No. 1466, Revenue, dated 30th June 1955 and G.O. Ms. No. 1557, Revenue, dated 11th July 1955 on the revised Prohibition policy of the Government. I shall describe them shortly. So from the foregoing part of my speech it is evident that the Government have considered the recommendations of the Ramamurthy Committee, before arriving at the revised Prohibition policy.

It may be mentioned in this connection that the Planning Commission of the Government of India have constituted a Prohibition Enquiry Committee with a view to achieve a better enforcement of Prohibition on a countrywide basis. The Committee issued a questionnaire to all State Governments and this Government also answered the questionnaire. The
Committee will shortly submit its report to the Government of India which is expected to evolve a common Prohibition policy on a countrywide basis.

As part of the revised Prohibition policy of this Government it has been ordered by the Government recently that the existing procedure for the grant of foreign liquor permits may be continued subject to the following modifications:

(a) No Indian National below thirty years of age shall be granted a permit for foreign liquor.

(b) Applicants for foreign liquor permits may produce medical certificates from Civil Assistant Surgeons instead of from District Medical Officers;

(c) In the case of applications for renewals of permits every year, no medical certificate will be required for the first two renewals, that is, where a person has, on the basis of a medical certificate, obtained a foreign liquor permit, he will be required to produce, the next medical certificate only at the end of every two alternative years, in case he seeks to renew the permit.

(d) The Board of Revenue (Excise) has been empowered to grant renewals of permits in the case of Indian Nationals. Initial licensing will continue to be done by the Government.

(e) Collectors have been empowered to grant temporary permits to bona fide tourists, foreign as well as Indian, for a period not exceeding thirty days at a time.

(f) The existing rates of permit fees have been increased by fifty per cent.

Opium:—On the recommendation of the Madras Prohibition Enquiry Committee 1948, a progressive reduction of quota by 20 per cent every year to opium addicts has been effected from 1—10—1949. Numerous representations were received by Government for reconsidering the policy of completely...
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stopping the issue of opium to addicts after 5 years, i.e., on 1—10—1952. The Government thereupon ordered in G.O. Ms. No. 33, Revenue, dated 13—1—1954, the opium quotas as on 1—10—1952 should be allowed to old addicts on the strength of medical certificates from Civil Assistant Surgeons. As the insistence of medical certificates in the case of old addicts to opium, for renewing their permits, was found to be difficult and expensive, the Government ordered in G.O. Ms. No. 1592, Revenue, dated 23—8—1954, that the system of requiring opium addicts to produce medical certificates for renewal of their opium permits be dispensed with. But application from fresh addicts or for enhancement, of quotas to old addicts, should however be continued to be supported by certificates from District Medical Officers. On a further representation received by the Government, it has recently been decided that, in future addicts may produce medical certificates from Civil Assistant Surgeons instead of from District Medical Officers in support of their applications for fresh permits or enhancement of opium quota. As regards the supply of opium to addicts in Agency areas of Visakhapatnam, Srikakulam, East Godavari and West Godavari districts, the Government have authorised the Tahsildars of Agency Taluks to permit enhancement of opium quota and to renew opium permits each year to the Agency addicts, on production of medical certificates from Government Medical Officers working in the Agency areas.

Neera:—With a view to rehabilitate the ex-tappers thrown out of employment as a result of Prohibition, Co-operative Societies were formed in the following centres for tapping neera, for sale as beverage or manufacture of palm jaggery:—

1. Sompeta taluk of Srikakulam District.
2. Visakhapatnam taluk of Visakhapatnam District.
4. Narasapur Taluk of West Godavari District.
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5. Vijayawada taluk of Krishna District.
8. Sundupalli village of Cuddapah District.

But as working of these societies was found to be unsatisfactory, it was ordered that no new societies should be formed. Several representations have been received from Ex-tappers’ Associations urging the Government to provide adequate employment to them and the Government have recently ordered the undertaking of a random sample survey to assess the extent of unemployment among the ex-tappers. As it may take some time before the results of the survey are available and suitable action taken thereon, the Government have ordered that even while the survey is in progress, ameliorative measures should be undertaken for the benefit of ex-tappers. They have accordingly passed the following orders:

a) The ban previously imposed on the formation of new Co-operative Societies for tapping neera for sale as beverage or manufacture of palm jaggery (because of certain abuses on the part of the societies) be lifted, but that any societies which may be found to have abused the concession of neera tapping be superseded.

(b) New neera and palm gur manufacturing societies not exceeding 50 in number will be allowed to be formed during the financial year 1955-56.

(c) One neera society will be managed by Government at their own cost, as an experimental measure, in order to study the economics of its working.

(d) Societies which were cancelled in connection with the ex-tappers’ satyagraha undertaken in 1954 will be revived.

The Registrar of Co-operative Societies has been asked to take action in respect of the above items except item (c)
and to report to Government the action taken by him. As regards item (c), he has been asked to submit necessary proposals for implementation of the scheme. They are awaited.

Administrative Machinery. The former Excise Department, reconstituted into a Prohibition Department is in charge of the enforcement of Prohibition in eight districts, viz., Visakhatnam, Srikakulam, East Godavari, West Godavari, Krishna, Anantapur, Kurnool and Cuddapah. The Commissioner of Prohibition who is a member of the Board of Revenue is the administrative head in these districts. He is assisted by a Deputy Commissioner. A District Prohibition Officer is in charge of each of these districts. The District Prohibition Officers are assisted by Deputy Prohibition Officers, Assistant Prohibition Officers, Sub-Inspectors of Prohibition, Petty Officers and Guards.

The Police Department is in charge of the enforcement of Prohibition in the districts of Chittoor, Guntur and Nellore. The District Superintendents of Police of these districts are in charge of the enforcement work. To assist them, there are Deputy Superintendents of Police, Inspectors of Police, Sub-Inspectors of Police, Head Constables and Constables. The Inspector-General of Police is the administrative head. The Government have recently ordered that the work of enforcement of Prohibition in the eight districts which are now in charge of the Excise and Prohibition Department, be transferred to the Police Department and that the change-over be completed by the end of December, 1955. The Inspector-General of Police and the Commissioner of Excise have been asked to work out together details for implementation of these orders and submit detailed proposals for the approval of Government. The Inspector-General of Police has asked for special staff to work out these details. The staff is being sanctioned by Home Department. Detailed proposals, regarding the absorption of Prohibition staff in the Police Department will be examined on receipt, so that the change-over may be completed by the end of December, 1955, as ordered.
Persuasive method of enforcement should also be adopted along with the penal one. We should not depend entirely in the present generation on the strength of the stick. Cooperation of the non-officials has also to be sought. After the Government introduced Prohibition statutorily, private temperance organisations have become inactive. It may be necessary to stir up propaganda and educate the addicts. Separate district advisory councils for Prohibition are not attractive. The Madras Prohibition Act lays down that all officers of the Government, Municipalities, Local Bodies, etc., are to assist in the enforcement of Prohibition. Instead of multifarious committees in the district, this organisation may function better. Difficulties may be expressed by the different departmental officers and co-ordinated efforts organised by the District Collector. When the officers of other departments visit a village and do not take any interest in the offences committed, the offenders get emboldened and gain an idea that they will be tackled only by one class of officers, the rest of the Governmental machinery being reticent. This attitude of being indifferent even among officials is detrimental to developing civil conscience.

Our Welfare State has been subsidizing several social service organisations. A Central Social Service Board attached to the Planning Commission has also been constituted for the country. My appeal is that all these organisations may be requested to evince interest in Prohibition also and make enquiries during their tours even if they cannot do more and communicate their observations to the Collector of the District and the officers concerned.

Prohibition is a great cause. A few other countries might have failed to enforce. But their example should not deter us. In our country public opinion is in favour of enforcement of Prohibition. And it has been strengthened by the direction of Mahatmaji, a rare acquisition to our country. It is the aim of Government to enforce it with a determination. It has been the ambition of Government to make
Prohibition a success. In the end, Sir, I request hon. Members of the House, brushing aside all their former prejudices, to express their dispassionate views on this burning topic which should be helpful in its enforcement and consequent success. In the end, I request hon. Members of this House to withdraw all their cut motions and grant the Demand unanimously. Thank you, Sir.

SRI P. RAMACHARLU:—The Hon'ble Mr. Speaker, I support the motion. I am sure Sir that we shall be able to fully enforce the prohibition policy, for which the House is to be congratulated.

THE HON SRI A. B. NAGESWARA RAO:—That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 37,35,000 under Demand II—State Excise Duties.

Mr. SPEAKER: Motion moved:

"That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 37,35,000 under Demand II—State Excise Duties."

Now we come to cut motions.

(424) SRI P. SUNDARAYYA:—Sir, I move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 37,35,000 for Excise Duties by Rs. 100.
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347—

(32) SRI S. RANGANATHA MUDALIAR: Sir, I move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 37,35,000 for State Excise Duties by ... Rs. 100
(To discuss the Prohibition policy of the State).

348—

(48) SRI M. NAGI REDDI: Sir I move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 37,35,000 for State Excise Duties by ... Rs. 100

349—

(63) SRI P. NARASIMHAPPA RAO: Sir, I move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 37,35,000 for Excise Duties by ... Rs. 100
(To discuss the policy of Government in relation to opium.)

352—

(257) SRI PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU: Sir, I move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 37,35,000 for State Excise Duties by ... Rs. 100
(To implement Ramamurthy Committee recommendations pending which to liberalise rules to issue licences for tapping sweet toddy).

354—

(260) SRI VAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA: Sir, I move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 37,35,000 for Excise Duties by ... Rs. 100
(To impress upon the Government—to show sufficient employment to the ex-toddy tapper.)
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356—

(376) SRI S. VEMAYYA : Sir, I move :

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 37,35,000 for Excise Duties by Rs. 100

Mr. SPEAKER : The cut motions as well as the Demand are before the House.

The discussion on this Demand will continue upto 1-30 p.m. and the Hon. Minister will reply at 2-30 p.m. There are as many as 20 to 30 members desiring to speak on this Demand. So, Sri Pillalamarri Venkateswarlu will take ten minutes.

SRI PILLALAMARRI VENKATESWARLU : I will take 15 minutes and I will try to be brief.
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955-56.
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"I do not know whether I would be wrong if I suggest a small referendum in certain areas or taluks, i.e., 2 Telugu, 2 Tamil and 1 in the West Coast, whether the people want continuance, modification or repeal of the Prohibition Act."

"I am looking at it from that angle and not merely from the financial point of view."

(At this state, Mr. Deputy Speaker occupied the Chair)

Whether this Prohibition can be enforced successfully or not is a matter of concern to the people. I am sure that if a referendum is held, the people will vote in favor of the continuance of Prohibition. The majority of the people want Prohibition to be continued. Whether this Prohibition can be enforced successfully or not, a referendum should be held. The people want Prohibition to be continued.

Prohibition is enforced by the Police. The Police report that Prohibition is being enforced successfully. The people want Prohibition to be continued.

Prohibition is enforced by the Police. The Police report that Prohibition is being enforced successfully. The people want Prohibition to be continued.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition Police</td>
<td>1052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excise Duties</td>
<td>622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The excise duties are levied to control illicit direction and to generate revenue. The Prohibition Police are responsible for enforcing the prohibition laws. The current budget allocations are as follows:

- **Prohibition Police**: 1052
- **Excise Duties**: 622
- **Taxation**: 520
- **Total**: 574

The budget for the year 1955-56 is presented by Sri Pillalamari Venkateswarlu on 1st August 1955.
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1952 సాంస్కృతిక పరిస్థితుల యొక్క ప్రయత్నాలు అధ్యాయం ప్రారంభంలో ఎందుకంటి మారుతుంది విషయం ఈ బ్యాఫెయం స్పుటి సమయం. ఎంటే యొక్క రాష్ట్రం జీవితతో దానం లేదు అంటే రాయి ఇతర సాంస్కృతిక రాష్ట్రాల విషయం తెలిసి, ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక విషయం తెలిసిందే. తద్వారా ఇతర సాంస్కృతిక విషయాల ప్రతి పదార్ధంలో యొక్క పని అయింది మరింత ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక విషయం తెలిసిందే. మరియు ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక విషయం తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక విషయం తెలిసిందే.

SRI A. KALESWARA RAO : కారాశాసనం ప్రయత్నం ఎందుకంటి ప్రకారం ఎందుకంటి ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక విషయం తెలిసిందే. 1937 సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు భారతదేశం సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే.

ప్రపంచం ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే. ఎండు సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు ప్రతి సాంస్కృతిక ప్రయత్నాలు తెలిసిందే.
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Demand II—State Excise Duties.

[1st August 1955]

Sri A. Kaleswara Rao

As party ... Prohibition

1 p.m.

*Sri T. VEERARAGHAVULU:— I want further! As Demand for

Prohibition

window...
Voting of Demands for grants (Contd.)

Demand II—State Excise Duties.

1st August 1955 [Sri T. Veeraraghavulu]

BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955—56

The State Excise Duties are levied on toddy juice to control its sale and purchase. The scheme is based on the principle that toddy juice should be marketed in a regulated manner. The scheme aims to regulate the sale of toddy juice and to ensure its availability at fair prices. The scheme is expected to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice, thereby increasing the revenue for the State.

In 1955, the scheme was implemented in a pilot mode, and the results were encouraging. The scheme was later extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.

The scheme has been extended to other areas, and the revenue generated from the toddy juice industry has been significant. The scheme has also helped to control the black market of toddy juice and to prevent the illegal sale of toddy juice.

The scheme has been successful in controlling the sale and purchase of toddy juice, and it has been well-received by the public. The scheme has also helped to generate revenue for the State and to promote the production and consumption of toddy juice.
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Demand II—State Excise Duties.

Sri T. Veeraraghavulu [1st August 1955]

Sri P. NARASIMHAPPA RAO:—&^cS? 1 ^^^§ a^

Sri A. KALESWARA RAO :—5^^^ ^A^o^^a, saK^atr*:

Sri P. NARASIMHAPPA RAO :—^aaa3^ e ^^ report

...
Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand 11—State Excise Duties.

1st August 1955] [Sri P. Narasimhappa Rao

[Sri P. Narasimhappa Rao]

Section 205 of the Excise Act, 1955, empowers the Excise Commissioner to grant licenses to dealers dealing in excisable goods and to other persons or for other purposes. The Act also provides for the enforcement of prohibition and for the management of the excise trade. Co-operative societies are managed to enforce prohibition, and they also manage the excise trade. The Act provides for the management of the excise trade by Co-operative societies, and they also manage the excise trade.

SRI B. APPA RAO:—On a point of order, Sir, I would like to know whether the courts can enforce prohibition.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER:—We are not in a position to discuss whether the courts can enforce prohibition.

SRI P. NARASIMHAPPA RAO:—Sir, I would like to know whether the courts can enforce prohibition.

Section 205 of the Excise Act, 1955, empowers the Excise Commissioner to grant licenses to dealers dealing in excisable goods and to other persons or for other purposes. The Act also provides for the enforcement of prohibition and for the management of the excise trade. Co-operative societies are managed to enforce prohibition, and they also manage the excise trade. The Act provides for the management of the excise trade by Co-operative societies, and they also manage the excise trade.

SRI B. APPA RAO:—On a point of order, Sir, I would like to know whether the courts can enforce prohibition.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER:—We are not in a position to discuss whether the courts can enforce prohibition.

SRI P. NARASIMHAPPA RAO:—I would like to know whether the courts can enforce prohibition.

Section 205 of the Excise Act, 1955, empowers the Excise Commissioner to grant licenses to dealers dealing in excisable goods and to other persons or for other purposes. The Act also provides for the enforcement of prohibition and for the management of the excise trade. Co-operative societies are managed to enforce prohibition, and they also manage the excise trade. The Act provides for the management of the excise trade by Co-operative societies, and they also manage the excise trade.
Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand II—State Excise Duties.

Sri F. Narasimhappa Rao

[1st August 1955]

To reduce the time spent, the following are the time rules:

1. The time limit for the presentation of the grants shall be 10 minutes.
2. The time limit for the discussion of the grants shall be 15 minutes.
3. The time limit for the questions shall be 5 minutes.

Village Munsiffs, District Officers, and other officers of the Excise Department shall be present to answer any questions related to the grants.

Attention is drawn to the fact that black market permits in excise duties are illegal and those who possess them will be dealt with accordingly.

Free permits are available for excise duties. Black market permits are illegal and those who possess them will be dealt with accordingly.
Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand II—State Excise Duties.

1st August 1955

THE HON. SRI A. B. NAGESWARA RAO :—Opium தன்மை மிகுதியாக மற்றும் பண்முகங்கள் வழங்குவதற்காக, பதினொன்றை மதிப்பிட்டு D. M. O. முந்தி certificate வழங்குவதற்காக. இது வாக்கும், அல்லது காண்பதற்காக. இல்லாது இருந்தாலும், முன் முன்படியாளானது இப்பொழுது வந்துள்ளது Assistant Surgeon முந்தி certificate வழங்கும். Renewals முந்தி certificate அளிக்கின்றார்.

SRI P. NARASIMHAPPAPA RAO :—எனவே குறிப்பிட்டு முடிகிறதே அதிக வலை வழங்க வேண்டும் உடைய காரணமை. கூறினால் குறிப்பிட்டு முடிகிறதே அதிக வலை வழங்க வேண்டும். வலமிய வழங்கலும் வன்முகமாக வழங்கலாம். வலமிய வழங்கலும் வன்முகமாக வழங்கலாம். உண்மைய அவர்களுடனே வழங்கலாம். உண்மைய அவர்களுடனே வழங்கலாம்.

SRI V. KURMAIYYA :—சாத்யத்தில் நாணயம், Prohibition வழங்க வேண்டும் காலத்திலும். ராணுவம் சட்டம் குறிப்பிட்டுதலே சாத்யத்தில் நாணயம் வழங்க வேண்டும். ராணுவம் சட்டமைலிருந்து அவர்களுக்கு வழங்கலாம். சாத்யத்தில் நாணயம் வழங்க வேண்டும் காலத்திலும் 1949 Budget speech முதல் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும் சாத்யமானது. இதன் காலம் முற்பட்டும், இவை ராணுவம் வழங்க வேண்டும், ராணுவம் வழங்க வேண்டும் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும். Congress plain ந்த Prohibition நான்கு வழங்க வேண்டும் என்பது சாத்யத்தில் காணக்கூடல். அனைத்தும் இடையில் நாணயம் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும், மீண்டும் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும். இடையில் நாணயம் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும், மீண்டும் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும். இடையில் நாணயம் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும், மீண்டும் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும். இடையில் நாணயம் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும், மீண்டும் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும். இடையில் நாணயம் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும், மீண்டும் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும். இடையில் நாணயம் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும், மீண்டும் referendum வழங்க வேண்டும்.
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Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand II—State Excise Duties.

Sri V. Kurmayya [1st August 1955]

...
Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand II—State Excise Duties.

1st August 1955

Sri V. Kurnayya

The Hon'ble Collector, Srikakulam, 50 thousands rupees only towards the State Excise Duties.

Department of Excise, 50 thousands rupees only towards the State Excise Duties.

For toddy tappers, sale of licences under the toddy act.

For prohibition of factory (prohibition of drinking)

For child marriage

For progressive

Sri T. GOPALAKRISHNAYYA GUPTA :—

The Hon'ble Collector, Srikakulam, 50 thousands rupees only towards the State Excise Duties.

Department of Excise, 50 thousands rupees only towards the State Excise Duties.

For toddy tappers, sale of licences under the toddy act.

For prohibition of factory (prohibition of drinking)

For child marriage

For progressive
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955-56.

Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand II—State Excise Duties.

[1st August 1955]

Sri T. Gopalakrishnayya Gupta]
Vocing of Demands for grants (Contd.)

Demand II—State Excise Duties.

1st August 1955] [Sri T. Gopalakrishnayya Gupta

The Hon'ble Minister for Prohibition, Excise and Revenue, had a great deal of information at his disposal, and it was in the best interest of the Government to have the matter discussed.

He stated that the current practice of criminal powers was not sufficient to control the illegal activity. The Government had taken steps to curb the practice, and the prohibition superintendent had been instructed to take strict action.

The Hon'ble Minister also mentioned the border States and the smuggling issue, which was a serious concern.

The Hon'ble Minister concluded by expressing the Government's commitment to control the illegal activity and to ensure the safety and security of the State.
SRI S. RANGANATHA MUDALIAR : Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, when I listened to the speech of Sri A. Kaleswara Rao, I was reminded of the great enthusiasm among the Congress people at the time when the policy was initiated by the composite Madras Government. But I wish to submit that Mr. Kaleswara Rao does not represent the Congress opinion as it is. From a perusal of the Ramamurthi Committee Report, I find a number of names of Hon. Gentlemen, who are members of this House at present, who have given the opinion that Prohibition as a policy is a failure. The only way to turn away the addicts from the drink evil is by educating them and improving their economic condition, as there is no moral urge on the part of the public to put down Prohibition. Most of the Hon. Members when they gave their opinion to the Ramamurthi Committee, gave their considered opinion from their convictions. On the question whether Prohibition was responsible for such malpractices as illicit distillation, smuggling and consumption of other deleterious substances, they gave a unanimous opinion that the old toddy was replaced by an injurious illicit arrack and other pernicious drinks and that by the Prohibition policy the standard of living of the drinking classes has not improved even in the least. They said it, and it is the opinion of great men like Dr. Lanka Sundaram and Sri Pappu Somasundaram about whose motives nobody can say anything.

AN HON. MEMBER: They are not Congressmen.

SRI S. RANGANATHA MUDALIAR: What about Congress members who are here in this House who gave their unconcealed and emphatic opinion that the Congress policy, so far as Prohibition was concerned, was a failure. Never mind about Dr. Lanka Sundaram and Sri Pappu Somasundaram. The condition, according to the opinion of the Congress members, is just as it was before; if not worse; the health of the people has worsened and their economic condition has become still worse. The reasons why the general
public do not give their active support to the Prohibition policy, have been analysed by the Ramamurthi Committee and they have been incorporated in the letter sent to the Government of India and which has been placed on the table of the House. These reasons have been extracted from the Ramamurthi Committee Report and enumerated on page 8 of that letter and I do not want to repeat them here. According to that report, the enthusiasm even among the Congressmen has considerably cooled down and the apathy and indifference of the public in regard to this Prohibition is notorious. What is the method adopted by this Government? This Government, unfortunately, seems to have a pathetic belief in coercive legislation and more coercive enforcement of that legislation. It is a known fact that coercive legislation leads only to demoralization among the offenders and criminals become hardened by more severe fines and more severe terms of punishment. In view of the persistent demand of recent times for more and more reformatory schools and in the view of the demand that even jail administration must be given to the Welfare Department, there is absolutely no use in resorting to coercive legislation.

The other alternative that is contemplated by this Government seems to be the allurement of neera, neera societies or neera shops. If the Government were to adopt that policy, it will be only suicidal. So far as Andhra State is concerned, neera is not known among the people even as a drink and it may not be so popular as it is in Tamil Nad. Secondly, neera has its own season, i.e., February to May. What will the people do after the neera season is over? They will resort to illicit arrack. And all neera that may be produced may not be sold. What about the surplus? It will have to be destroyed. And who is to supervise that destruction? A separate establishment may be necessary and separate establishment means additional cost to the State which has already a deficit budget. Therefore, my submission is that a graded Prohibition policy or some other alternate
method will not be unconstitutional. Even the directive principle of the Constitution is not that Prohibition must be taken up immediately, but Prohibition should be the ultimate goal of the Government. Even Gandhiji suggested only a constructive method of approach in regard to Prohibition policy and that is adopted by several States. And human nature being what it is, in Andhra or in Madras it is no better nor worse than anywhere in the world and there is no use expecting the addicts to get reformed by means of legislation and by coercive measures we cannot expect to effect any improvement. On the other hand, I would submit, the Government may resort to a method of constructive line of endeavour, viz., by starting Statewide temperance programme and organization, and educate the lower middle classes and poorer classes which will give them dividends in the long run.

Thank you, Sir.

Sri B. APPA RAO :—
1st August 1955] [Sri B. Appa Rao

Demand II—State Excise Duties.
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1st August 1955

* Sri S. BRAHAMAYYA :—

37,85,000 2, 5, 6, 8, 13

District execution establishment

establishment
Voting of Demands for grants (Contd.)

Demand II—State Excise Duties.

1st August 1955

[Sri S. Brahamayya]

Police Department

The Hon'ble Speaker, it appears that the information regarding the prohibition department, as sought in the query by Hon'ble Sri C. Raja, was provided by the Hon'ble Minister for Prohibition Department. The information provided by the department included details of the number of arrests made under the prohibition law. The department has been actively working towards maintaining law and order in the state.

Sri S. Brahamayya
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Demand II—State Excise Duties.

Sri S. Brahmayya

[1st August 1955]

...
Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand II—State Excise Duties.

1st August 1955

[Sri T. V. Subba Rao]

...
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Demand II—State Excise Duties.

Sri D. V. Subba Rao

1st August 1955

succeed artificial prohibition of alcohol. Artfully made prohibition. Successful prohibition of alcohol. 100 success. 100 success.

prohibitions are successful. 100 success. 100 success.

Chief Minister recommend that no discrimination in the supply of alcohol.

inherent difficulty
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1st August 1955

[Sri D. V. Subba Rao

Deputy Prohibition Officer

1] [Sri D. V. Subba Rao

Deputy Prohibition Officer

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER:—I now adjourn the House to meet again at 2–30 p.m.

(AFTER LUNCH 2–30 p.m.)

(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)

Sri B. AUDINARAYANA :—Sir, Deputy Prohibition

10
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Sri B. Audinarayana] [1st August 1955

...

Prohibition staff 35. Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10

Prohibition staff 10
1st August 1955]  

[Sri B. Audinarayana

Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand II—State Excise Duties.

[Sri S.K.V. KRISHNA VA THARAM:—Aggrieved, to Demand II

The fact that excise duties are paid for the year 1955—56. Under the provisions of the Excise Act, the Government is entitled to take action against any excise contraband. In 1952 the Sri S.K.V. Krishna Vatharam submitted a report on prohibition and political parties as a result of the enquiry into the matter. The report was submitted to the authorities. In 1954, the Sri S.K.V. Krishna Vatharam took action against the excise contraband, and the Sri S.K.V. Krishna Vatharam recommended the appointment of police staff to investigate the matter. The Sri S.K.V. Krishna Vatharam suggested the encouragement of prohibition and medical officers to investigate the matter.
Sri S. K. V. Krishnavatharam] [1st August 1955

Demand II—State Excise Duties.

Sri P. VENKATARAVANAPPA :—(Sd.)

around. It is desirable to have the necessary permits emanating from the Department for the sale of liquor. However, in view of the fact that the State Excise Department is under the control of the Government, and the permission to sell liquor is given by the Government, it is felt that the Government should be consulted regarding the inclusion of the State Excise Department in the section 346 of the Indian Excises Act. It is desired to include the following school curriculums in the Indian Excises Act:

1. Alfred Scott’s School
2. British School
3. English School
4. Madras School

It is also desired to include in the section 346 of the Indian Excises Act the following departments:

1. Sanitary Inspectors
2. Police
3. Special Police
4. Control

The above departments are also desirable to be included in the section 346 of the Indian Excises Act.

SRI P. VENKATARAVANAPPA :—(Sd.)
Demand II—State Excise Duties.

1st August 1955]

[Sri P. Venkataravanappa

The Prohibition Department is responsible for implementing excise duties. The necessary equipment for this purpose is available in the department. However, some challenges are faced in enforcing the law. The demand for additional funds is justified to ensure effective enforcement of excise duties.

SRI G. BUSSANNA: The prohibition police, local police, and the Prohibition Department are under the leadership of the Prohibition Commissioner. The formation of the police is under the supervision of the Commissioner. The local police and the Prohibition Department are responsible for enforcing the excise laws in their respective areas.

The Sub-Inspectors are the backbone of the Prohibition Department. They are straight and honest in their duties. The department has been effective in enforcing the excise laws.

Additional funds are necessary to ensure the smooth functioning of the Prohibition Department. The demand for additional funds is justified.
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Sri G. Bussanna: [1st August 1955]

The Hon. Sri A. B. Nageswara Rao:—

The Hon. Sri A. B. NAGESWARA RAO:—

14 కాలం కలిగిన సారాటి ప్రామాణిక విచారణ ప్రతి పందమ, కండపాలను తిమించవచ్చు. అదే విషయంపైన ప్రతి సంచారం తెరచిపోయింది. శైలుకు పందమను తిమించడం ఆంరా నిర్ణయించడం పట్టివేయడం వలసానికి నివాసిలు అందం దృష్టించారు.

196 జాతిదాడాలకు ప్రత్యేక పందమ తిమించడం పాలనలో ప్రత్యేక ప్రతిమ వివిధ ప్రారంభప్పతను అందం దృష్టించారు. తమ జాతిదాడాల ప్రతిమ వివిధాలలో ప్రత్యేక ప్రతిమ వివిధ పోస్టర్లు ఉన్నాయి. కానీ పాలనలో 1980-81 రాష్ట్రంలో కాలదాడాలను ప్రతిమ వివిధ ప్రారంభప్పతను అందం దృష్టించారు. పాలనలో ప్రతిమ వివిధ ప్రారంభప్పతను అందం దృష్టించారు. 1921 పాలనలో ప్రతిమ ప్రతిమకట్టి సంఖ్యలు నిలిచాయి. పాలనలో ప్రతిమ ప్రతిమకట్టి సంఖ్యలు నిలిచాయి. 1921 పాలనలో ప్రతిమకట్టి సంఖ్యలు నిలిచాయి. పాలనలో ప్రతిమకట్టి సంఖ్యలు నిలిచాయి. పాలనలో ప్రతిమకట్టి సంఖ్యలు నిలిచాయి. పాలనలో ప్రతిమకట్టి సంఖ్యలు నిలిచాయి.
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1st August 1955

[Sri A. B. Nageswara Rao

Sri PILLALAMARRI VENATESWARLU :—In my view, it is in the interest of the public to have excise duties re-organized on a sound basis. Prohibition is a continuance and not a reform. It is the duty of the Government to show the people how excise duties can be re-organized. It is an open fact that Prohibition is not working satisfactorily. 

The Hon. Sri A. B. NAGESWARA RAO :—It is a well-known fact that the excise duties are not being collected properly. To make the collection of these duties more effective, the Government may consider the following points:

1. Conduct a referendum in all the villages and report the results.
2. The United Congress Legislature party manifested its support in the employment question and the ex-tappers employment question. The plank of the party was that 196 to 143 should be 196. United Congress Legislative Party expressed its support for the referendum and referred to the matter.
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955-56.
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Demand II—State Excise Duties.

[1st August 1955]

SRI VAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA:— United Congress Party 3rd Vice-Pres., rendered the following speech—

"It is refreshing to note that the demand for excise duties is being considered. It is a matter of some pride that our party, through the years, has contributed to the development of the state. We stand by our principles and we stand up for our ideas."

Mr. SPEAKER:—He expressed his opinion not as a Minister but as an individual.

The Hon. SRI A. B. NAGESWARA RAO:—Public support is vital. The support of the people in 1921 was overwhelming. The people's support is crucial. The referendum of 1921 was a referendum of the public's support. It was a referendum of the people's will. The referendum of 1921 was a referendum of the people's choice. The referendum of 1921 was a referendum of the people's mandate. The referendum of 1921 was a referendum of the people's right to choose. The referendum of 1921 was a referendum of the people's freedom to choose.
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1st August 1955] [Sri A. B. Nageswara Rao

Prohibition Act enforce

loss of revenue

loss of revenue

Propaganda committees

Propaganda committees

Propaganda committees

Propaganda committees

Propaganda committees

capitalist

Prohibition Staff encourage
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Demand II—State Excise Duties.

Sri A. B. Nageswara Rao

[1st August 1955]

...
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Demand II—State Excise Duties.

1st August 1955

[Sri A. B. Nageswara Rao]

Registrar recommend that the following demands for State Excise Duties for the year 1955–56 be granted:

Demand II—State Excise Duties

1st August 1955

Sri A. B. Nageswara Rao

Registrar recommend that the following demands for State Excise Duties for the year 1955–56 be granted:

1. Jaggery

- To convert jaggery into fresh and dry vitamins.

2. Beverages

- To make them self-sufficient.

3. Medical Officer

- To issue certificate for assistants.

4. Medical Certificate

- For renewals.

5. Supervision

- For societies.

6. Permission

- For 50 jaggery permission.

Joint Registrar

[Signature]
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Sri A. B. Nageswara Rao

[1st August 1955]

...
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Demand II—State Excise Duties,

1st August 1955]  

[Sri A. B. Nageswara Rao

...
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Demand II—State Excise Duties.

1st August 1955]

SRI T. VEERARAGHAVULU:—Sir, I beg to move a demand for the State Excise Duties.

THE HON. SRI A. B. NAGESWARA RAO:—Sir, the test site plant was established in foreign countries in order to evolve a plant in this country. The Director of Industries foreign countries ordered an experiment to be conducted to find out the results of the experiment. The experiment was conducted between 15th and 20th of June, 1955.

SRI YAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA:—In view of the assurance given by the Government that they will solve the problem of unemployment among the ex-tappers, I beg leave of the House to withdraw my cut motion. (Laughter and applause.)

Cut motion 344 was put to vote and lost.

Cut motion 347 was by leave of the House withdrawn.

Cut motion 348 was put to vote and lost.

Cut motion 349 was put to vote and lost.

Cut motion 352 was put to vote and lost.

SRI YAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA:—In view of the assurance given by the Government that they will solve the problem of unemployment among the ex-tappers, I beg leave of the House to withdraw my cut motion. (Laughter and applause.)

Cut motion 354 was by leave of the House withdrawn.

Cut motion 356 was put to vote and lost.
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Demand II—State Excise Duties.

1st August 1955]

Mr. SPEAKER: I shall now put the main Demand to the vote of the House. The question is:

“That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 37,35,000 under Demand No. II—State Excise Duties.”

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XX—Co-OPERATION

The Hon. Sri D. SANJIVAYYA:—Mr. SPEAKER, Sri,

On the recommendation of the Governor, I move

“That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 56,37,300 under Demand XX—Co-operation.”

...
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955-56,
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Demand XX—Co-operation

Sri D. Sanjivayya

80 (contd.)

16.8% of the loanable capital of 11,049 was for the minimum-term loans to be paid back at 18,56,595. The working capital was 493.61 and the reserve fund 352.48.

Working capital 8614.1 was in the Reserve Bank, 12 were in Central Banks, 15 were in State Co-operative Bank, 11 were in the State Bank, and 11 were in the State Co-operative Bank.

15 Central Co-operative Banks were listed. 11 were in Co-operative Banks, 11 were in the Central Banks, 15 were in the State Bank, and 11 were in the State Bank.

Working capital 8614.1 was in the Reserve Bank, 12 were in Central Banks, 15 were in State Co-operative Bank, 11 were in the State Bank, and 11 were in the State Bank.
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Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1956

[Sri D. Sanjivayya

Central Land Mortgage Bank etc. etc. etc. 56 Primary Land Mortgage Banks are notified. The Land Mortgage Banks are customarily 56. Any 20 or any 30 of them can be closed at the discretion of the Banks. The Central Land Mortgage Bank and 56 Primary Land Mortgage Banks are entitled to Short Term loans, Medium term loans and Long term loans etc. The Society for the development of agriculture etc.

The Co-operative Central Land Mortgage Bank and 56 Primary Land Mortgage Banks are entitled to Short Term loans, Medium term loans, and Long term loans etc. The Society for the development of agriculture etc.

The Co-operative Central Land Mortgage Bank and 56 Primary Land Mortgage Banks are entitled to Short Term loans, Medium term loans, and Long term loans etc. The Milk Supply Societies, Handloom Weavers Societies, Consumers Societies, Students Stores Societies, Sugarcane Growers Societies, Marketing or Sales Societies, Fruit and Vegetable Societies, Poultry Farms or Egg Production Societies, Bee Keeping Societies, Fishermen Societies, etc. etc. etc.

The Milk Supply Societies, Handloom Weavers Societies, Consumers Societies, Students Stores Societies, Sugarcane Growers Societies, Marketing or Sales Societies, Fruit and Vegetable Societies, Poultry Farms or Egg Production Societies, Bee Keeping Societies, Fishermen Societies, etc. etc. etc.

Labour Contract Societies, Field Labour Cooperative Societies etc. P. W. D. etc., Municipalities etc., District Boards etc., Labour Contract Societies etc. etc. etc.

Labour Contract Societies, Field Labour Cooperative Societies etc. P. W. D. etc., Municipalities etc., District Boards etc., Labour Contract Societies etc. etc.
Field Labour Co-operative Societies are essential for the well-being of the rural economy. They provide necessary services to the farming community and help in the development of the rural sector. Therefore, I propose the following:

1. Support for the establishment of new field labour co-operative societies
2. Assistance for the development and modernization of existing societies
3. Implementation of a comprehensive training program for the society's leaders and members

I request the government to allocate a sum of Rs. 2,358,000 for these purposes. This amount will help in the efficient functioning of the field labour co-operative societies and ensure the welfare of the farmers.

Sri D. Sanjivayya

P. W. D. Interim 1955

Demand XX—Co-operation

[1st August 1955]
Budget for the Year 1955-56
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Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955

[Sri D. Sanjivayya]

The Honourable the Governor of Madras is informed that during the last week of August, a deputation from the representatives of the All India Handloom Board visited the Madras Textile Mill to forward their demands for co-operation. The deputation was led by the President of the Board, Shri K. C. Nambiar, and was accompanied by several other members of the Board. The purpose of the visit was to discuss the problems facing the handloom industry and to seek the support of the Government in solving these problems.

The deputation made a presentation of their demands for co-operation, which included:

1. A guaranteed minimum price for handloom yarn
2. Assistance for the modernization of handloom units
3. Financial assistance for the establishment of co-operative societies for marketing handloom goods

The Governor was informed that the deputation had requested the Government to take urgent steps to implement the demands of the handloom industry. The Governor assured the deputation of his full support in this matter and asked the Minister of Labour to convene a meeting of the handloom industry representatives and the Government officials to discuss the demands further.

The Governor also expressed his confidence that with the support of the Government, the problems facing the handloom industry would be solved in the near future.
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955-56.
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Demand XX—Co-operation

Sri D. Sanjivayya

[1st August 1955]

I am happy to support the Motion of Demand XX, Co-operation, as it is in perfect keeping with the Social Reconstruction Programme of the Government of the State. The annual expenditure on this Demand has increased from Rs. 36 lakhs in 1954-55 to Rs. 48 lakhs for the year 1955-56. This increase in expenditure is justified by the need to support further the Programme of Co-operation.

The Programme of Co-operation aims at improving the standard of living of the people by providing them with necessary facilities. The Demand includes expenditure on various projects such as:

1. Agricultural extension services
2. Animal husbandry
3. Fisheries
4. Forests

These projects will not only help in increasing the agricultural production but also in providing employment opportunities to the people. The increased expenditure is expected to yield better results in the years to come.

I, therefore, support this Demand with all my heart and hope that the Government will continue to allocate adequate funds for the Programme of Co-operation.
1st August 1955]  

Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)  
Demand XX—Co-operation

[Sri D. Sanjivayya

Mr. SPEAKER: The motion before the House is “that Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 56,37,300 under Demand XX—Co-operation.”

Now we come to cut motions.

358

(449) SRI P. SUNDARAYYA:—Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 56,37,300 for Co-operation by Rs. 100

(As desired by the members, the paper is to be printed in Telugu.)
(450) Sri P. Sundarayya : Sir, I beg to move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 56,37,300 for Co-operation by ... Rs. 100

(Sir, the Hon'ble Member raised the following Questions, which were not answered adequately.

360

(93) Sri M. Nagireddi : Sir, I beg to move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 56,37,300 for Co-operation by ... Rs. 100

(Credit Co-operative Society of the Co-operative Banks, etc.

362

(145) Sri V. Visweswara Rao : Sir, I beg to move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 56,37,300 for Co-operation by ... Rs. 100

(Sir, the Hon'ble Member raised the following Questions, which were not answered adequately.

366

(239) Sri G. Nageswara Rao : Sir, I beg to move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 56,37,300 for Co-operation by ... Rs. 100

(1. The Hon'ble Member raised the following Questions, which were not answered adequately.

2. The Hon'ble Member raised the following Questions, which were not answered adequately.)
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Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955

[Sri G. Nageswara Rao]

8. Dr. V. S. P. Bapuji Dasa

4. Iam making the following amendment: Rs. 250,000 out of Rs. 10,00,000 be allocated elsewhere.

367

(279) SRI VAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA:—Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 56,37,300 for Co-operation by ... Rs. 100

367

(334) SRI P. SATYANARAYANA:—Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 56,37,300 for Co-operation by ... Rs. 100

368

(356) SRI S. VEMAYYA:—Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 56,37,300 for Co-operation by ... Rs. 100

369

(357) SRI S. VEMAYYA: Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 56,37,300 for Co-operation by ... Rs. 100

Mr. SPEAKER:—The main demand and the cut motions are now before the House for discussion.
3-30 p.m.

Sri V. VISWESWARA RAO:—The co-operative societies in the country have been responsible for the growth and development of the co-operative movement. I am happy to note that the demand for grants for the co-operative movement has been increased from Rs. 3.30 lakhs to Rs. 3.50 lakhs. This increase will enable the co-operative unions to function better. As the co-operative movement is one for all, all for one, we should work together for the benefit of the members of the co-operative societies.

The agricultural labour credit societies have been working efficiently. The problem of agricultural labourers has been solved to some extent through these societies. It is hoped that the co-operative system will continue to be defect and will go on improving. The co-operative movement should be encouraged and supported by the government. The co-operative unions should be strengthened to meet the needs of the members. The co-operative movement should be made self-sufficient and self-reliant.
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955—56
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Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955
[Sri V. Visweswara Rao]

Co-operative credit societies

Co-operative Welfare State, striving for socialistic pattern of
society, is in the making. It is envisaged to have village
credit societies.

Co-operative societies

Election of village credit societies

75,000 society to be formed. Under Act 1982, it is provided
that 1½% interest on society reserve

Reserve Bank interest

societies are to be allowed 6½% interest. The panel under Act
interest rate at 12½% is fixed. Act 1982 provides

Interest on

Co-operative societies

The merger of the societies is to be
10 years. The new society is to be
founded on 1st August 1955.
Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand XX—Co-operation

[Sri V. Visweswara Rao] [1st August 1955]

Rural banks organize societies to aid small and marginal farmers. Rural banks organize societies with head office in the district at which 50 shares of share capital are issued. Rural banks issue 50 shares at 20° in rupees and at 5° other open societies, and 50 shares are issued at 20° in the form of bye-laws. A share capital at 5° in rupees is issued on the basis of 8% interest. A Rural Bank in Krishna has 728 shares and 800 members. The Society's meeting was presided over by the President, who was elected by the members. The Central Banks are autonomous banks, with strategic buildings and management by members. The Central Banks at Masulipatnam and Krishna Co-operative Central Bank have 728 and 800 shares respectively. The President of the Central Banks was elected by the members.
1st August 1955]

[Sri V. Visweswara Rao

BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955—56
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Demand XX—Co-operation

Central Banks 500 A. Pr. Banks 50 Co-operative Banks 50

Field Labour Credit Societies 500

Demand XX—Co-operation

C. B. V. N. Venkatasubbaya :—

At this stage, Mr. Deputy Speaker occupied the Chair.
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Sri P. Venkatasubbayya

[1st August 1955]

1912 Act II of 1912 Act (men of limited means) Jointly with Dr. A. S. G. V. Acharya, M. B. A. and late Prof. V. K. G. R. Acharya. Non-credit Co-operative Societies and Matsya Co-operative societies, i.e., Weaver Societies and special types of societies under the 1922 Act.

1982 Act VI of 1982 Co-operative Department's organization, supervision and liquidation. The Central Bank of 1955.58 and Central Society 15 Central Banks 907.58 and other societies. Non-Credit Co-operative Societies have been organized. Credit Co-operative Society 1955.58 has been set up for agriculturists with credit facility. Secretary and Director of Central Society. Credit Co-operative Society has been set up for agriculturists with credit facility. Secretary and Director of Central Society. Credit Co-operative Society has been set up for agriculturists with credit facility. Secretary and Director of Central Society. Credit Co-operative Society has been set up for agriculturists with credit facility. Secretary and Director of Central Society. Credit Co-operative Society has been set up for agriculturists with credit facility. Secretary and Director of Central Society. Credit Co-operative Society has been set up for agriculturists with credit facility. Secretary and Director of Central Society.
Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955] [Sri P. Venkatasubbayya

...
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955-56.
Voting of Demands for grants (Contd.)

Demand XX—Co-operation

Sri P. Rajagopal Naidu] [1st August 1955

Multi-purpose Co-operative Credit Societies

The Hon'ble Member for Co-operation in the Assembly addressed the following:

Instituting Multi-purpose Co-operative Credit Societies

Sir, I have the pleasure of moving the following demands for grants:

1. Multi-purpose Co-operative Credit Societies

The principal object of these Societies shall be to provide credit facilities to the members engaged in agriculture, dairying, pisciculture, sericulture, etc., for their agricultural, dairy, piscicultural, sericultural, and such other purposes as may be specified by the Board of Directors. The Societies shall have power to undertake other activities as may be specified by the Board of Directors.

The demand for grants for the year 1955-56 is estimated at Rs. 35 lakhs. The grants are required to be used for the following purposes:

1. Establishment of new Societies

The demand for the establishment of new Societies is estimated at Rs. 20 lakhs. The grants are required to be used for the establishment of new Societies in various parts of the State.

2. Expansion of existing Societies

The demand for the expansion of existing Societies is estimated at Rs. 15 lakhs. The grants are required to be used for the expansion of existing Societies in various parts of the State.

3. Other purposes

The demand for other purposes is estimated at Rs. 5 lakhs. The grants are required to be used for the other purposes specified by the Board of Directors.

The demand for grants is estimated at Rs. 35 lakhs. The grants are required to be used for the purposes specified above. The demand is submitted for the approval of the House.

I beg to move.
Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955] [Sri P. Rajagopal Naidu

[Sri P. Rajagopal Naidu]

SRI J. CHANDRAMOULI:—

[Sri J. Chandramouli]
Voting of Demands for grants (Contd.)

Demand XX—Co-operation

Sri J. Chandramouli] 1st August 1955

Manures under tender Firms should be delivered complete to Co-operative stores in accordance with the demands. In case of tender Firms supplying manures, the quantities should be made complete to Co-operative stores. Manures under tender Firms should be delivered complete to Co-operative stores in accordance with the demands.

Black market at 2% should be discouraged.

4.00 p.m.

Sri G. Rami Reddi:—The demands of Sri J. Chandramouli! On the last Demand the members have already expressed their views as to the demand of the stock department. In the Bhuvneshwara Dairy, where the stock department is functioning, the stock is being maintained by the representatives of the Dairy. The stock should be maintained by the representatives of the Dairy and the stock department should not interfere in the stock control. The stock department should keep the stock of the Dairy and the representatives of the Dairy should be responsible for the stock. In the Bhuvneshwara Dairy, where the stock department is functioning, the stock is being maintained by the representatives of the Dairy. The stock should be maintained by the representatives of the Dairy and the stock department should not interfere in the stock control.
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Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955] [Sri G. Rami Reddi

[Text in Telugu script]
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Sri G. Rami Reddi [1st August 1955]
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Demand XX—Co-operation

SrI S. NARAYANAPPA:—I am happy to note that the co-operative movement has made steady progress during the last few years. Average Rs. 3.52 has been realized from the co-operative movement during 1939-40, a new high being recorded.

The Co-operative Central Bank in the State has made a profit of Rs. 34.00. The average deposit has increased to Rs. 55.50. The Co-operative movement is actively supporting the agriculturalist and the miners. The Co-operative movement has made steady progress during the last few years.

The Co-operative Central Bank has made a profit of Rs. 34.00. The average deposit has increased to Rs. 55.50. The Co-operative movement is actively supporting the agriculturalist and the miners.

The Co-operative Central Bank has made a profit of Rs. 34.00. The average deposit has increased to Rs. 55.50. The Co-operative movement is actively supporting the agriculturalist and the miners.

The Co-operative Central Bank has made a profit of Rs. 34.00. The average deposit has increased to Rs. 55.50. The Co-operative movement is actively supporting the agriculturalist and the miners.
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955—56
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Demand XX—Co-operation

[Sri S. Narayanappala]

1st August 1955

SRi P. RAMACHARLU:—}
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955-56.
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Demand XX—Co-operation

Sri P. Ramacharlu

[1st August 1955]

...
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Demand XX—Co-operation

[Sri P. Ramacharlu] [1st August 1955]

‘sir P. Suryanarayana

Sri P. Suryanarayana: సిరిప్‌ సర్వాంటిరాయానా: head-quarters ప్రాంతం. దేశ ఆంగ్ల అభిప్రాయం మాధ్యమస్తుడు,
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955–56
Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand XX—Co-operation

Sri P. Suryanarayana] [1st August 1955


Srimathi B. RUKMANI DEVI : இன்னும் கூறுக, நான் கூறுகளை தமிழில் பதிவிற்கு வந்தது. நான் கூறுகளை தமிழில் பதிவிற்கு வந்தது. நான் கூறுகளை தமிழில் பதிவிற்கு வந்தது.
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955—56
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Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955

[Srimathi B. Rukmani Devi]

Land and Sales Co-operative Societies

Building Co-operative Societies

Multipurpose Co-operative Societies
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955—56

Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand XX—Co-operation

Srimathi B. Rukmani Devi

[1st August 1955]

SRI PRAGADA KOTAIAH:

I cordially support your view, that the Corporation should have unlimited liability on the basis of which it could raise loans from a non-banking fund. I believe that the Corporation should also be able to raise loans from a non-banking fund on an unlimited liability basis.

The Corporation should be able to raise loans from a non-banking fund on an unlimited liability basis.

Agriculture Improvement Loans should also be raised on an unlimited liability basis.
Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955]

[Sri Pragada Kotaiah

Central Land Mortgage Bank (CLMB) and Reserve Bank of India offer long term loans, short term loans, medium term loans, and long term loans for co-operative banks in Rayalaseema. The Reserve Bank provides a subsidy to the co-operative banks in Rayalaseema.

Sri P. Ramacharlu:—Request the remission of the subsidy. The Deputy Speaker cancels the subsidy.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—The assistant secretary refers to "Grants in Aid" and "Subsidy to Co-operative Central Banks in Rayalaseema" for further reference.
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955-56.
Voting of Demands for grants (Contd.)
Demand XX—Co-operation

Sri Pragada Kotaiah]  [1st August 1955

Demand amounted to Rs. 90,000, is for the development of Field Labour Co-operative Societies in the State. These Societies are

constituted under the provisions of the Co-operative Societies Act, 1951. They are organized for the benefit of the field labourers, and their

main object is to provide them with credit facilities. The amount is to be used for the purchase of shares in the Central Bank, and for the acquisition of land and buildings for the purpose of starting new Societies or for the expansion of existing ones. The funds will also be utilized for the payment of salaries to the management and for the construction of new offices.

The demand is in consonance with the principle of self-help, which is the basis of the Co-operative movement. It is aimed at providing a

constitutional right to the farmers, and at enabling them to participate in the management of the Societies. The Board of Management will be

superseded by the Government in the interest of the farmers.
Voting of Demands for grants (Contd.)

Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955]

[Sri Pragada Kotaiah

Hon'ble Registrar to be superseded by the following:

Non-officials: Sri Pragada Kotaiah, Secretary, Registrar to supersede

Registrar appointed Tribunal to appoint

Registrar of Cooperative Department to appoint

Registrar of Cooperative Department to maintain

Common Good Fund

Mobile Training Institute

Credit
Societies బాధాప్రసాదంలో కేంద్రానికి, Central Land Mortgage Banks పంఛిల్లి ఉపసంహారంలో, Fishermen's Societies మధ్యంలో కలుపబడంతో, సాధనా రాజ్యంలో ఉపసంహారంలోని సంస్థలు సహకరించి ఆధిక్యత్వం సాధించారు.

మరావ దినం Fishermen's Co-operative Societies యొక్క వారానికు, Tenants Co-operative Societies యొక్క వారానికు, సాధనా రాజ్యంలో ఉపసంహారంలో చాల ప్రభావం ఉంది. ప్రతి సంస్థ యొక్క వారానికు, State Bank యొక్క వారానికు, State Institution యొక్క వారానికు, State Bank యొక్క వారానికు లక్ష్యం చెందిన కేంద్రంలో ఉపసంహారంలో సంస్థలను సహకరించారు.

ప్రధాన దినం Fishermen's Co-operative Societies యొక్క వారానికు, Deputy Registrar యొక్క వారానికు, State Bank యొక్క వారానికు, State Institution యొక్క వారానికు, State Bank యొక్క వారానికు, State Institution యొక్క వారానికు, State Bank యొక్క వారానికు, State Institution యొక్క వారానికు లక్ష్యం చెందిన కేంద్రంలో ఉపసంహారంలో సంస్థలను సహకరించారు.

తెలుగు భాషా భూమిపేడిక పిన్ సంస్థలు సహకరించారు. తెలుగు భాషా భూమిపేడిక పిన్ సంస్థలు సహకరించారు. తెలుగు భాషా భూమిపేడిక పిన్ సంస్థలు సహకరించారు.

4.80 p.m.
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955-56

1st August 1955] [Sri Pragada Kotaiah

ప్రాగద కోటాయాహ్‌ సింహను స్థాపించినది క్రమంగా అంచనాసి 100
భూమియతో అంచనా కామాను జాతీత్వం లక్షణాలకు అర్థానికం అనుసారం
చేసినది? ఈ విషయం మంత్రానికి అందరానుకు నిషేదానికి అనుకును
అంశం. యూనియన్ సింహను స్థాపించినది కంచి. దేశానికి సాధారణం
వాస్తవంగా నివారణ పొందించాలి. అప్పుడు లాంటి విషయాలను
అమర్చాలి ఄస్తుంది. లేదు ప్రపంచ దినం అంచనాసి 1955 సంవత్సరానికి
స్థాపించినది దినారు. దినారు ఉన్నతమత్వ ప్రశ్నలు సమాధానాలు చేసి,
వాస్తవంగా అమర్చాలి. ఈ విషయం సాధారణ పొందాలి. ఎంతమంది అసాధారణం
అవకాశం ఉద్యోగుల అనుసారం కనుగోళం అంచనా అంచనాసి 1955 సంవత్సరానికి
స్థాపించినది అంచనాసి 1955 సంవత్సరానికి

SRI VAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA : ప్రాగద కోటాయాహ్‌ సింహను స్థాపించినది క్రమంగా అంచనాసి 100
భూమియతో అంచనా కామాను జాతీత్వం లక్షణాలకు అర్థానికం అనుసారం
చేసినది? ఈ విషయం మంత్రానికి అందరానుకు నిషేదానికి అనుకును
అంశం. యూనియన్ సింహను స్థాపించినది కంచి. దేశానికి సాధారణం
వాస్తవంగా నివారణ పొందించాలి. అప్పుడు లాంటి విషయాలను
అమర్చాలి ఄస్తుంది. లేదు ప్రపంచ దినం అంచనాసి 1955 సంవత్సరానికి
స్థాపించినది దినారు. దినారు ఉన్నతమత్వ ప్రశ్నలు సమాధానాలు చేసి,
వాస్తవంగా అమర్చాలి. ఈ విషయం సాధారణ పొందాలి. ఎంతమంది అసాధారణం
అవకాశం ఉద్యోగుల అనుసారం కనుగోళం అంచనా అంచనాసి 1955 సంవత్సరానికి
స్థాపించినది అంచనాసి 1955 సంవత్సరానికి

SRI VAVILALA GOPALAKRISHNAYYA : ప్రాగద కోటాయాహ్‌ సింహను స్థాపించినది క్రమంగా అంచనాసి 100
భూమియతో అంచనా కామాను జాతీత్వం లక్షణాలకు అర్థానికం అనుసారం
చేసినది? ఈ విషయం మంత్రానికి అందరానుకు నిషేదానికి అనుకును
అంశం. యూనియన్ సింహను స్థాపించినది కంచి. దేశానికి సాధారణం
వాస్తవంగా నివారణ పొందించాలి. అప్పుడు లాంటి విషయాలను
అమర్చాలి ఄస్తుంది. లేదు ప్రపంచ దినం అంచనాసి 1955 సంవత్సరానికి
స్థాపించినది దినారు. దినారు ఉన్నతమత్వ ప్రశ్నలు సమాధానాలు చేసి,
వాస్తవంగా అమర్చాలి. ఈ విషయం సాధారణ పొందాలి. ఎంతమంది అసాధారణం
అవకాశం ఉద్యోగుల అనుసారం కనుగోళం అంచనా అంచనాసి 1955 సంవత్సరానికి
స్థాపించినది అంచనాసి 1955 సంవత్సరానికి
Our scheme of State participation is based on a rejection of the idea that co-operative credit is a closed enclave which has no organic connection with planning; it is also based on a recognition of the fact that State participation in Co-operation cannot stop short at an intermediate stage, but must be taken to its logical conclusion which is that of providing for the cultivator a strong and suitable superstructure such as can be effectively operated for his benefit through the financial, administrative and technical participation of the State.
Jst August 1955] [Vuvilala Gopalakrishnayya
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Demand XX—Co-operation
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Demand XX—Co-operation

Sri Vavilala Gopalakrishnayya

[1st August 1955]

Sri N. VENKAIAH: శాసనంలో సాధాంతం పొందిన సామాజిక సంఘాల కంపెన్సీ అందుకు పాటు శాసన ప్రింటర్ నిహత కాలి సమయం ప్రకటించారు. సామాజిక సంఘాలు మునిది తపస్వితులు ప్రతి సామాజిక కార్యకలాపాలు నిర్వహించడానికి అసలు సాహిత్యానికేతులు. సామాజిక సంఘాల సంఘార్థాన ప్రాంగాలు ప్రతి సామాజిక సంఘాల శాసనం విచారితి నిపుణుల విషయం వ్యాఖ్యాత ఉపసంస్థలు. శ్రీ వనసినారాయణ ప్రతి సామాజిక సంఘాల నిర్వహణ ప్రాంగాలు ప్రతి సామాజిక సంఘాల శాసనం విచారితి నిపుణుల విషయం వ్యాఖ్యాత ఉపసంస్థలు.

Sri N. VENKAIAH: శాసనంలో సాధాంతం పొందిన సామాజిక సంఘాల కంపెన్సీ అందుకు పాటు శాసన ప్రింటర్ నిహత కాలి సమయం ప్రకటించారు. సామాజిక సంఘాలు మునిది తపస్వితులు ప్రతి సామాజిక కార్యకలాపాలు నిర్వహించడానికి అసలు సాహిత్యానికేతులు. సామాజిక సంఘాల సంఘార్థాన ప్రాంగాలు ప్రతి సామాజిక సంఘాల శాసనం విచారితి నిపుణుల విషయం వ్యాఖ్యాత ఉపసంస్థలు. శ్రీ వనసినారాయణ ప్రతి సామాజిక సంఘాల నిర్వహణ ప్రాంగాలు ప్రతి సామాజిక సంఘాల శాసనం విచారితి నిపుణుల విషయం వ్యాఖ్యాత ఉపసంస్థలు.
Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955

[Sri N. Venkaiah]

Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955

[Sri N. Venkaiah]

Pragada Ketaiah

1. The demand for co-operative movement for the year 1955-56 is estimated at Rs. 380 crores. The total demand for the movement is Rs. 380 crores, excluding Rs. 30 crores for the benefit of the movement. The demand for loans is estimated at Rs. 2, 3 crores, and the demand for capital is Rs. 100 crores. The movement is expected to support co-operative banks and other co-operative societies.

Sri L. LAKSHMANA DAS

Demand XX—Co-operation

1. The demand for co-operative movement for the year 1955-56 is estimated at Rs. 380 crores. The total demand for the movement is Rs. 380 crores, excluding Rs. 30 crores for the benefit of the movement. The demand for loans is estimated at Rs. 2, 3 crores, and the demand for capital is Rs. 100 crores. The movement is expected to support co-operative banks and other co-operative societies.

2. The demand for co-operative movement fail co-operative banks and other co-operative societies. The demand for co-operative movement is estimated at Rs. 380 crores. The total demand for the movement is Rs. 380 crores, excluding Rs. 30 crores for the benefit of the movement. The demand for loans is estimated at Rs. 2, 3 crores, and the demand for capital is Rs. 100 crores. The movement is expected to support co-operative banks and other co-operative societies.

3. The demand for co-operative movement fail co-operative banks and other co-operative societies. The demand for co-operative movement is estimated at Rs. 380 crores. The total demand for the movement is Rs. 380 crores, excluding Rs. 30 crores for the benefit of the movement. The demand for loans is estimated at Rs. 2, 3 crores, and the demand for capital is Rs. 100 crores. The movement is expected to support co-operative banks and other co-operative societies.
Sri L. Lakshmana Das] [1st August 1955

Sri M. Salyanarayana Raju:—मामूली! यह कार्यालय

राज्य के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है। यह कार्यालय में कार्य करता है क्योंकि यह अन्य कार्यों के साथ संबंधित है। यह कार्यालय के साथ सहयोग के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है। यह कार्यालय के साथ सहयोग के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है।

Sri M. Salyanarayana Raju:—मामूली! यह कार्यालय

राज्य के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है। यह कार्यालय में कार्य करता है क्योंकि यह अन्य कार्यों के साथ संबंधित है। यह कार्यालय के साथ सहयोग के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है। यह कार्यालय के साथ सहयोग के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है।

Sri M. Salyanarayana Raju:—मामूली! यह कार्यालय

राज्य के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है। यह कार्यालय में कार्य करता है क्योंकि यह अन्य कार्यों के साथ संबंधित है। यह कार्यालय के साथ सहयोग के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है। यह कार्यालय के साथ सहयोग के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है।

Sri M. Salyanarayana Raju:—मामूली! यह कार्यालय

राज्य के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है। यह कार्यालय में कार्य करता है क्योंकि यह अन्य कार्यों के साथ संबंधित है। यह कार्यालय के साथ सहयोग के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है। यह कार्यालय के साथ सहयोग के लिए अत्यंत महत्वपूर्ण है।
THE Hon. SRI D. SANJIVAYYA :—I am pleased to announce that on 14th June, the Hon. Chief Minister of the State, the Hon. Smt. G. Janaki Amma, has sanctioned a grant of Rs. 35 lakhs for the State Co-operative Bank, for the construction of a new office building.

The amount sanctioned is in addition to the amount already sanctioned by the Government for the construction of the new office building. The total amount sanctioned is Rs. 48.83 lakhs.

The amount sanctioned is being made available to the State Co-operative Bank for the purpose of constructing a new office building.

The Hon. Smt. G. Janaki Amma has also sanctioned a grant of Rs. 50 lakhs for the construction of a new office building for the State Co-operative Bank.
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1956-57.
Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand XX—Co-operation

Sri D. Sanjivayya

1st August 1956

Sri PRAGADA KOTAIAH:

The Hon, Sri D. SANJIVAYYA:—I beg to move that the projects under

Sri D. Sanjivayya}

[1st August 1956

3.1% 2.6% 6.2% 5.5 6.5% 18.32% 3.3 10.2 55% 2.4

Agricultural Cooperative Committee. A study of the Rural Credit Survey report shows. Central Government has been creating Reserve Bank to create a fund to create such an institution, as per the demand of the Co-operative Committee. The results of the study of the Rural Credit Survey report shows that the agriculturists and tobacco growers society have been making a serious request. Hon'ble Member, Guntur District Tobacco Growers Co-operative Society. Hon'ble Member, Guntur District Tobacco Growers Co-operative Society.
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1955-56

Voting of Demands for Grants (Contd.)

Demand XX—Co-operation

1st August 1955

[Sri D. Sanjivayya]

The Hon. Sri D. Sanjivayya:

1. For the Urban Towning Co-operative Society, share capital Rs. 200.
2. For Rural Housing Co-operative Societies, share capital Rs. 300, 500, and 700.
3. For the Rural Housing Societies, share capital Rs. 250.
4. For the Planning Commission, Land Mortgage Bank, and other staff.

SRIRAM REDDI: 80% of the vote.

The Hon. Sri D. Sanjivayya:

Sri D. Sanjivayya: Staff and non-officials.
Sri D. Sanjivayya

[1st August 1955]

That the Department be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 58,37,300 under Demand XX—Co-operation.

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND III—STAMPS.

The question is—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 11,47,200 under Demand III—Stamps.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.
1st August 1955] [MR. SPEAKER]

DEMAND V—REGISTRATION.

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 16,71,900 under Demand V—Registration.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND VI—MOTOR VEHICLES ACTS.

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 5,23,600 under Demand VI—Motor Vehicles Acts.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND VII—GENERAL SALES TAX AND OTHER TAXES AND DUTIES.

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 63,87,800 under Demand VII—General Sales Tax and other Taxes and duties.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XII—ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 61,35,300 under Demand XII—Administration of Justice.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XIII—JAILS.

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 19,12,300 under Demand XIII—Jails.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.
DEMAND XIX—VETERINARY.

The question is.—

"That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 32,35,200 under Demand XIX—Veterinary."

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XXV—CIVIL WORKS—ESTABLISHMENT AND TOOLS AND PLANT.

The question is.—

"That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 75,84,300 under Demand XXV—Civil Works—Establishment and Tools and Plant."

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XXVI—CIVIL WORKS—GRANTS-IN—AID.

The question is.—

"That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 30,21,900 under Demand XXVI—Civil Works—Grants—in—Aid."

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XXVIII—FAMINE.

The question is.—

"That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 3,09,100 under Demand XXVIII—Famine."

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XXIX—PENSIONS.

The question is.—

"That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 49,27,400 under Demand XXIX—Pensions."

The motion was carried and the grant was made.
1st August 1955

DEMAND XXX—STATIONERY AND PRINTING.
The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 36,18,00 under Demand XXX—Stationery and Printing.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XXXI—MISCELLANEOUS.
The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 10,02,800 under Demand XXXI—Miscellaneous.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XXXII—COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES.
The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 27,12,600 under Demand XXXII—Community Development Schemes.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

B. Other Expenditure.

DEMAND XXXIII—COMPENSATION TO ZAMINDARS.
The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 30,56,000 under Demand XXXIII—Compensation to Zamindars.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XXXIV—CAPITAL OUTLAY ON IRRIGATION.
The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 4,41,76,000 under Demand XXXIV—Capital Outlay on Irrigation.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.
DEMAND XXXV—CAPITAL OUTLAY ON IMPROVEMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.

The Question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 73,00,000 under Demand XXXV—Capital Outlay on Improvement of Public Health.

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XXXVI—CAPITAL OUTLAY ON SCHEMES OF AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS AND RESEARCH.

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 12,28,000 under Demand XXXVI—Capital Outlay on Schemes of Agricultural Improvements and Research.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XXXVII—CAPITAL OUTLAY ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 24,03,100 under Demand XXXVII—Capital Outlay on Industrial Development.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XXXVIII—CAPITAL OUTLAY ON CIVIL WORKS.

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,63,43,900 under Demand XXXVIII—Capital Outlay on Civil Works.

The motion was carried and the grant was made.
DEMAND XXXIX—CAPITAL OUTLAY ON ELECTRICITY SCHEMES.

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 13,69,42,000 under Demand XXXIX—Capital Outlay on Electricity Schemes.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XL—COMMUTED VALUE OF PENSIONS.

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 3,52,000 under Demand XL—Commuted Value of Pensions.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XLI—CAPITAL OUTLAY ON SCHEMES OF STATE TRADING

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 2,49,22,000 under Demand XLI—Capital Outlay on Schemes of State Trading.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

DEMAND XLII—LOANS AND ADVANCES BY THE STATE GOVERNMENT.

The question is.—

'That Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 4,79,05,500 under Demand XLII—Loans and Advances by the State Government.'

The motion was carried and the grant was made.

Mr. SPEAKER:—Sri P. Sundarayya has given notice requesting for a half-hour debate regarding distribution of banjar lands about which a question was put and answered
the other day. As we are having a debate on the Appropriation Bill, Sri P. Sundarayya might refer to it and the Hon. Minister for Land Revenue will reply. Even during the planning debate also, the Hon. Member may speak about it and I will request the Minister for Land Revenue to reply. Now that we are very hard pressed for time, it may not be possible.

The Hon. Sri K. Venkata Rao:—I would like to submit, Sir, that for purposes of Planning about which the booklet of schemes in Andhra will be distributed in about an hour at home or in the Assembly, Hon. Members may come prepared and speak on the general principles of the Plan and not about individual schemes. Another occasion will arise for them to speak it when the Plan after finalization is received from the Government of India.

Sri Vavilala Gopalakrishnayya:—

Mr. Speaker:—We shall stay longer. Planning debate will be for two full days minus the Appropriation Bill.

Sri Vavilala Gopalakrishnayya:—The Government are not very particular about that bill.

The Hon. Sri B. Gopala Reddy:—Sir, on 3rd and 4th, only Planning debate will take place.

Sri M. Nagi Reddi:—

Mr. Speaker:—We will consider it later.

The House will now adjourn and meet again at 11 a.m. on Wednesday, 3rd August, 1955.

The House then adjourned.
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KRISHNAVATHARAM, SHRI S.K.V.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Police 66-72
State Excise Duties 387-68

KURMAIYA, SHRI V—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Police 66-68
State Excise Duties 371-78
L

LAKSHMANA YASV SHRI L.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
  Co-operation .................. ...... .... 48-50
  Police ....................................... 48-50

LATCHANNA, SHRI G.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
  Electricity .......................... 204-209, 241-251

LAXAHMINARAYANA REDDI, SRI T.—

Demands for Grants for 1956-57
  Police ....................................... 102-108

LOANS AND ADVANCES BY THE STATE GOVERNMENT—

See Demands for Grants

M

MACHKUND HYDRO-ELECTRIC PROJECT—

Question re: Completion of first phase—
  Details of .......................... 32-34

MADRAS LEAVE RULES—

Question re: Proposal for replacement of—
  Old leave rules .......................... 31-32

MALARIA—

Question re: Control of— in Markapur .......................... 323

MANURES—

Questions re: Free distribution of— in Krishna dist. .......................... 199

Mica Mines—

Questions re: Royalty collected from— details of .......................... 193

Miscellaneous—

See Demands for Grants
Motor Vehicles Acts—

See Demands for Grants.

Municipalities—

Questions re: Loans for drainage schemes—details of 11-18

MUNUSWAMI, SRI M.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Electricity 219-220

N

NAGESWARA RAO, SRI A.B.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

State Excise Duties 847-857

890-898

NARASIMHAPPA RAO, SRI P.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Electricity 211-18

Police 52-56

State Excise Duties 868-71

NARASINGA RAO, SRI B.G.M.A.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Electricity 280-288

NARAYANAPPA, SRI S.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Co-operation 418-19

National Development Schemes—

Questions re: Expenditure on—details of 200-201

National Extension Service Blocks—

Questions re: Krishna and West Godavari districts—details of 202-203

Nellore District—

See Power-boring and hand-boring sets 20-29
Non-Gazetted Officers Association—
Questions re: Recognition of—information regarding P. 30-31

Parlakimidi—
Question re: Andhra—Representations regarding difficulties of 160-62

Passports—
Questions re: Issued—1954-details of 19-20

Pattas—
Questions re: Grant of—assessed and unassessed waste lands in Gudur and Sallurpet taluks—details of 195

See Demands for Grants.

Police
See Demands for Grants.

Police Personnel—
Question re: Harijans among—details regarding 4-7

Political sufferers—
Question re: Assignment of land to 152-160

Power-boring & Hand-boring sets—
Question re: Given on hire—Nellore district—details of 20-22

Prohibition—
Question re: Money spent for enforcement of 167
Question re: Report to Central Government—details of 167-174

PUNNAYYA, SRI K.—

Demands for Grants for 1956-57—
Police 81-83
See Questions and Answers.

Questions and Answers—

GOPALAKRISHNA RÉDDI, SRI P.—

Question re: Assessed and unassessed waste land in Gudur and Sallurpet taluks—Grant of Pattas—details of 195
Questions and Answers—(Contd.)

Q.—Contd.

GOPALAKRISHNA REDDI, P.—(Contd.)

Cost of Living Index—Maximum and Minimum—Particulars of ...

Glass Blowing Centres—details re:

Governmenit Tractors and Bulldozers in Nellore district—details of

Khadi Centres—number—location and production—details of

Machinery Hydro-Electric Project—completion of first phase—details of

Madras Leave Rules—proposal re: replacement of old leave rules

Mica mines—Royalty Collected from—details of

Non-Gazetted Officers Association—recognition of information regarding

Power-boiling and hand-boring sets given on hire—Nellore district—details of

Students studying in foreign countries with Government help—number of

Weavers' Co-operative Societies—Nellore district—number of

GOPALAKRISHNAYYA, SRI VAVILALA—

Question re: Taluk Planning Committee—selection of members—discrimination ...

GUNNAYYA, SRI P.—

Question re: Forests in Salur, Bobbili estates, etc,—reserved and non-reserved—details of ...

Harijan Hostels in Bobbili, etc.—Opening of

House-sites for Harijans—Srikakulam district—acquisition of—particulars re:

National Development Schemes—expenditure on—details of—

KALESWARA RAO, SRI A.—

Question re: Andhra State—Common Governor and High Court for the two Andhra States—savings in expenditure...
Questions and Answers (Contd.) Q—Contd.

KALESWARA RAO, SRI A. (Contd.)

Andhra State—formation of two States for
Area between Jaggayyapet and Munagala of Hyderabad—Transfer to Andhra in exchange
Engineering College location at Vijayawada—representations for
Iron Factory near Jaggayyapet—starting of
Iron ore in Jaggayyapet—Leasing of

KOTAIAH, SRI PRAGADA—

Question re: Andhra Ratna Irrigation Co. Ltd. Ch'rala—request for loan-lift irrigation—Bappla Taluk—details of

RAJARAM, SRI M.—

Question re: Harrijan Welfare Schools—Anantapur district—details of

RAJESWARA RAO, SRI M.—

Question re: Confidential files—abolition proposals
Question re: Cultivable waste land—Divi tank—details of
Question re: District Munisif's Courts in Kuvir and Tanuku—Original suits in—Details of
Question re: Estate Tribunals—appeals before particulars of
Question re: Manures—free distribution on of in Krishna district
Question re: National re: Extension Service Blocks Krishna and West Godavari districts—Details of
Question re: Sessions Judge, West Godavari—Cases tried by—Details of
Question re: Sub-divisional Magistrates, etc.—Harijans—Details of
Question re: Sub-Magistrates (Judicial)—cases filed during 1954—Details of
Questions and Answers (Contd.)  Q—Contd.  

RAMAIH, SRI K.—
Question re: Extension of Electricity—Jammalamadugu—Details of  

RAMAKRISHNA RAJU, SRI R. B.—
Question re: Agricultural pumping sets—Sale under Hire-Purchase system—rules re.  

RANGANATHA MUDALIAR, SRI S.—
Question re: Co-operative Societies—Chittoor district—rebate to—details of  
Weavers, Co-operative Societies, Chittoor district—Working under Relief Scheme—details of  

RANGA REDDI, SRI P.—
Question re: Assignment of land to Political sufferers  
Municipalities—loans—drainage Schemes—details of  

SIVARAMA PRASAD, SHRI S.R.Y.—
Question re: Government waste and poramboke lands in Divi taluk—distribution by Communist Party—  
Veterinary College for Andhra—Starting of  

SUNARAYYA, SRI P.—
Question re: Assignment of land to Political Sufferers  

SURYANARAYANA, SRI P.—
Question re: District Judg’s Court—Location at Srikakulam  

VEMAYYA, SRI S.—
Question re: Accidents—Compensation to victims of—details regarding  
Andhra Engineering Association—recognition of  
Andhras in Parlakimidi—Representations regarding difficulties of  
Backward Classes Commission—Report of  
Bull-Dozers, Tractors, etc. in the State—Particulars of  

Pages  
86  
813–814  
342–348  
345–347  
152–160  
11–18  
824–828  
174–175  
159  
820–821  
192–198  
162–168  
160–62  
165–66  
193
17

Q. (Contd.)

Questions and Answers—(Contd.)

VEMAYYA, SRI, S.—(Contd.).

Central Flood Control Board—representation from Andhra on ... ... ... ... 341
Confidential files—maintenance of information regarding ... ... ... ... 13-19
Constables—housing accommodation—Provision of ... ... ... ... 314-316
Eviction of tenants by landlords—legislation to protect proposals regarding ... ... ... ... 8-9
Gosadans—number in the State—details regarding ... ... ... ... 1-4
High School course—extension proposals—information regarding ... ... 25-28
High School Teachers—District Board and Municipal Schools—Harijans—Details of ... ... 188
Industries in Public and Private Sectors—details of ... ... ... ... 165
Jailors—Harijans in—Details of ... ... ... 176-79
Jails—reforming the—conditions of ... ... 175
Jamabandi—postponement of ... ... ... 180-81
Jamabandi system—abolition of ... ... ... 179-80
Khadi industry—amount spent on—details of ... ... 317
Kondapalli Toys Industry—subsidy to ... ... ... 181-82
Passports—issued 1954—details of ... ... ... 19-20
Plague attacks in 1954—details of ... ... ... 192
Police personnel—Harijans among—details regarding. ... ... ... 4-7
Pradesh Bharat Sevak Samaj—Grant to—details of ... ... 196
Prohibition—Money spent for enforcement of ... ... ... 167
Prohibition—Report to Central Government—details of ... ... ... 167-174
Radio Stations—utilisation by Radio Branch Police—details of ... ... ... 28-29
Regional Transport Authorities—Filling up of non-official vacancies in ... ... ... ... 163-67
Reserve Sub-Registrars in the State—Details of ... ... ... ... 191-92
Questions and Answers—(Contd.)

VEMAYYA, SRI S.—(Contd.)

- Rural Indebtedness—appointment of a Committee to investigate
- Secretariat Service—Harijans—Details of
- State Veterinary Councils—Constitution of
- Statistical Bureau of Economic and Statistical Investigation—Starting of
- Tahsildars, Dy. Tahsildars, etc. in the Revenue Department—Particulars of
- Typhoid Cases in Government Hospitals for 1954—Details of
- Village oil industries—financial assistance from the Centre—Details of

VENKATAIAH, SHRI N.—

Questions re: Malaria in Markapur taluk—Control of

VENKATASUBBAYYA, SHRI P.—

- Question re: Co-operative movement—working appointment of a Committee
- Government Headquarters Hospital, Cuddapah—increase of bed strength—proposals regarding
- Rural Water Supply Scheme—wells in Harijan quarters—payment of contribution—relaxation of

VISWESWARA RAO, SHRI V.—

- Question re: Budamuru floods—Steps taken to repair breaches of
- Ex-tappers-unemployment, steps taken—information regarding
- Field Labour Co-operative Societies—Particulars of

R

Radio Branch Police—

See Radio Stations.

Radio Stations—

- Question re: Utilization by Radio Branch Police—details of

Pages

168-65
189-90
174
316-17
189
189
322-328
328
132-33
10-11
328-334
151-152
34-36
334-339
28-29
23-29
RAJAGOPAL NAIDU, SHRI P.—
Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Co-operation ........... 418-15

RAJARAM, SHRI M.—
See Questions and Answers...

RAJESWARA RAO, SHRI M.—
See Questions and Answers.

RAMABRAHMAM, SRI D.—
Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Electricity— 224-226

RAMACHARLU, SRI P.—
Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Co-operation ........... 419-421
Police ........... 61-68

RAMAIYAH, SHRI K.—
See Questions and Answers.

RAMAKRISHNA RAJU, SRI R.B.—
See Questions and Answers.

RAMASWAMI REDDI, SRI G.—
Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Civil Works—Works ........ 270-71

RAMI REDDI, SRI G.—
Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Co-operation ........... 416-18
Police— ........ 89-92

RANGA BABU, SRI U.—
Demands for grants for 1955-56—
Police— ........ 50-52
RANGANATHA MUDALIAR, SRI S.—

Demands for grants for 1955-56—
  Police—
  State Excise Duties—

See Questions and Answers.

RANGAREDDI, SRI P.—

See Questions and Answers.

RATNASABHAPATHY SETTY, SRI B.

Demands for grants for 1955-56—
  Police—

Regional Transport Authorities—
  Question re: Filling up of non-official vacancies in.

Registration—
  See Demands for Grants

Relief Scheme—
  Questions re: Weavers' Co-operative Societies—
    Working under—details of

Reserve Sub-Registrars—
  Question re: Details of

Revenue Department—
  Questions re: Tahsildars, Dy. Tahsildars, etc.—
    Particulars of

Royalty—
  See Mica mines.

RUKMINI DEVI, SHRIMATI B.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
  Electricity—

Rural Indebtedness—
  Question re: Appointment of a Committee to investigate

Rural Water Supply Scheme—
  Question re: Wells in Harijan quarters—
    Payment of Contribution—relaxation of
SANJIVA REDDI, SRI N.—
Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Civil Works—Works 252-264,
Police 285-297

SANJIVAYYA, SRI D.—
Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Co-operation 399-405

SANTHAPPA, SHRI K.—
Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Electricity 228-229

SATYANARAYANA RAJU, SRI M.—
Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Co-operation 434-35
Electricity 222-223
Secretariat Service—
Questions re: Harijans in—Details of 189-90

SESHADRI, SRI N.C.—
Demands for grants for 1955-56—
Police 100-102

Sessions Judge, West Godavari—
Question re: Sessions cases tried by—Details of 197

SIVARAMA PRASAD, SRI S.R.Y.—
See Questions and Answers.

SPEAKER, MR.—
Adjournment Motion re: 
Eviction of tenants from temple lands 203-04

SREERAMULU, SRI P.—
Demands for Grants for 1955-56—
Electricity 226-227
SRINIVASA RAO, SRI N.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Civil Works—Works 277-78
Police 108-106

STAMPS—

See Demands for Grants

State Excise Duties—

See Demands for Grants.

Stationery and Printing—

See Demands for Grants.

Statistical Bureau of Economic and Statistical Investigation—

Question re: Starting of

Students—

Question re: Study of—in foreign countries with Government help—number of

SUBBA RAO, SRI D. V.—

Demands for grants for 1955-56—

Police 95-100
State Excise Duties 882-85

SUBBA REDDI, SRI A. C.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Electricity 221-222

Sub-divisional Magistrates, etc.—

Question re: Harijans as—details of 188

Sub-Magistrates (Judicial)—

Question re: Cases filed during 1954—details of 190-91

Sub-Registrars—

See Reserve Sub-Registrars.

State Veterinary Councils—

Question re: Constitution of 174
SUNDAKAYYA, SRI P.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Civil Works—Works
Police...

See Questions and Answers.

SURYANARAYANA, SRI P.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Co-operation

See Questions and Answers.

SURYANARAYANA RAJU, SRI C. V.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Police...

SURYANARAYANA RAJU, SRI RAJA SAGI

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Civil Works—Works
Police...

Taluk Planning Committees—

Question re: Selection of members—discrimination

Territory between Jaggayyapet and Munagal—

Question re: Transfer to Andhra by Hyderabad of

Tractors and Bull-Dozers—

Question re: Area reclaimed by—in Nellore district
particulars of

VEERARAGHAVALU, SRI T.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Police...

State Excise Duties
VEMAYYA, SRI S.—

See Questions and Answers.

VENKAIAH, SRI N.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Co-operation .......................... 482-88
Electricity ................................ 216-218

See Questions and Answers.

VENKATA RAJU, SHRI M.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Police .................................. 58-57

VENKATARAMANAPPA, SHRI P.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

State Excise Duties .................. 888-89

VENKATARATNAM, SHRI K.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Civil Works—Works .................. 274-75
Police .................................. 92-94

VENKATASUBBAYYA, SHRI P.—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Co-operation ................................ 411-418

See Questions and Answers.

VENKATESWARLU, SHRI PILLALAMARRI—

Demands for Grants for 1955-56—

Electricity ................................ 283-261
State Excise Duties .................. 850-64, 591

Veterinary—

See Demands for Grants.
Veterinary College—
Question re: Starting of ........................................... 174–175

Veterinary Councils—
See State Veterinary Councils.

Village oil Industries—
Questions re: Financial assistance from the Centre to—
details of .......................................................... 322–323

VISWESWARARAO, SHRI V.—
Demands for Grants for 1955–56—
Co-operation ................................................. 408–411
Police .......................................................... 76–81

See Questions and Answers.

Waste land—
See Cultivable waste land.

Weavers' Co-operative Societies—
Questions re: Details of—in Chittoor district—
working under Relief Scheme .................................. 345–347
Number of—in Nellore district ................................ 341–342

X, Y, Z—Nil.